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. Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION'

In Verm nt, as in pariy other states, there is a considerable

disparity b tween the skills 'of the state's available work force

and the eve -ghanging needs for skilled,workers in the complex

high techno ogy fields. The skill levels and charecteristics

needed for ermont work force are speculative at best. The

providers a d potential providers of hiy,h technology training,

should meet these needS in a proective,.rather than a reactive

Manner. To ''this, a .systematic model for assessment of Skill
,

s

needs and planning for responsive, Itimely -training programs is

necessary.

peCause

4or the de,v

than a h f

of its size, Vermont provides an excellent laboratory

lOpment of such,a model. With populati of less

million people, yet with a full complement of indus-
4

trial; governmental, and educational services, Vermonti.provides a

setting in

challenged

hich many of the barriers to model development can be

And yet, because of its demographic' chFacteristics,

the changes resulting,from such an experiment can be observed and

analyzed in a relatively short.period of time.

Of the roughly 500,000 persons in Vermont, nearly a third

live in th state's only uurbn'u ere4,greater.Burlington (Chit-

tens:len CoUnty). Mbe.greater BurlingtOn area is home to.:the



largest of the state's high technology indust'ries: Digital

EquipMent Corporation, General Electric Company, and IB.M. That

i's. not to say the rest of the state is without high tech;nology'.
4

employers. In fact, there are high technology businesses and

industries in nearly every region of VerRont--what they lack in

size, they'make up in numbers and innov,ations.

Whatever their characte isticd, All of these firnis face ,a

similar probl,em: how to get, keep, and update a productive,Work

force. In Vermont, as in many other states, the"re is' no state-

wide forum through which, the industrial anil.business needs- for

skilled workers can fliae. reconciled with available-Ind potential

training programs.

SCOPE OF WORK

3 1 i
,

It is in reponselto this problem that the Vermont State'

Colleges secured contract with the U.S. Department of Educa-
t_

tion. The Vermont. State Colleges.agreed to develop and sponso

systemat-ic training model which .would

r- . .

.

* a model,. cooperative. n _g.rocp cdmpbged o members
fromfbusiness, industry,. oaational .school ,an 'post-
.secondary institutions interested in planpip r high
teqpn6logy trainin

.

/ -.\

g programs4 /

,

4.

* a model plan sforltlw developfient of instructional to-
dules and material-6 for high technology training pro-

,

/ grams_fdi Vermont; i?

. equitable access to'tge planting process for.large and .

. ..

small, urban and rural," manUfacturt6g ax service high
technology businesses; ,

. i . .
. ,

* high technology solutions to high technology training ..

problems"; anti

* dissemiaiOn of .qormatiop,about project results.
.

. ., .i
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:C'ONTICT SPECIFICATIONS

.The contract was for the period October 11. 1982 thiough

September 30 -1983.- For this period, ten tasks wer designated

. .

in the contracts "Scope, of Work" 'regqirements:.

.-,
1

,

ifi

.*
,

The establshment of a Technical Advisory Council
representative of the users'and providers of high

.,

technolopgy training, ..

' "
Task 2: The identifcation,of other resources arailaible td

the state of Vermont. These included interested
,.*people; materials, and out-of-state resources.

Task 3): The develOpMent of a plan for"assesment of needs

for skilled workers which will-enable (one year and'

longer. range forecasting of skills needs.. i,
.

I

The pilot testing of this plan by
the4ssesIlsment of

I
sill& needs and interpretation of tie asses,

...

i ,

41dipic :._ The developme .of'a lan for the assessment of

. needs.for ir.i ing ro ams which would enaple

.

. agpropligte prOgr4maticresponseto Skills needie.

..

., -' 1,15/.,

Task 6,' Th4)?ilot,teSting of ttis plan'by the asse§tment of

training need and interpretation of assessment

results. \

t Li

,,ras 7: The development of a plan\tor determintngrappro-
t),fiate\spansorship of tainidg programe.\, .

i

Tas The development of a .plan, for identifidation of,
., -.

training modules.'

The search t4 identifrexisting instructionsall

.
,

'materials which may contribute to identified

Task 4:

result8.

.trairling programs.

Taik'16: The developMent of a plan by

,;
:'went should occur.

CdiTTRACTPgA RMANCE\-,

4 The Vermdnt State
0 v. 4

which module develDp-

Colleges, thiough its Office Of :External.

4 -
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PiOgrams, has comp/eted prOject work in.comPlience with the
..

f6ntract. In doing,-so, one alteration was made, reported to the
. s .

project officer, and approved. , /

The approaches of the Skills Needs and the-Training Needs

assessments sought two types of skills and their related training

requireMents: 1)' _skills generic to.a 'range of jbbs and 2) skills

specific to a particular job. We identified greater needs for /

generi knowledge end skills and many common threads of knowledge

which were' required in those specifiC skills identified. "In

many lyays, these assessments were conducted concurrent .with one

another. In.additiontheir results were of limited value be-

,

cause of contractual limittions tb "no more' than ni e respon-
, , n'

dantp" as well as'other factors described later. Su sequently,

the projects Teehnical AdyiSory Council saw greater benefit in'

develOpment of a training delivery Model rather than ust the
:.J

development and delivery of a couple of specific tral ing prO.g

rams. Ad .a result, the brokering model described herein was

developed with .the approval' of our project officer. In' essence,'

'414'the model brLdgs Tasks 8,.9, and 10 together into one much

n
broader,' far, reachinli effort.

The project has been a satisfying experience for those' ,

associated with it. As a result of two site wisits and regular
A

telephone contact ,by the project officer, we'have kept, the con-

ttactor appraised of our progress and, subSequently been rein-

forced for our performance. .Formal feedback,Irom theprojept .

officer indicates satisfactiorf/with our progress.,,,,

The'Technical Advisory Council, which' has. been closely asso-

ciated with al'l'project activities-, has not only exp4essed their,

4..



enthusiasm for this project, but has unanimously elected to

continueits "sheperding" the demonstration of the-resultant

brokering service model. Their insight, dedication, and contri=

butions.are largely responsibe or the success of the project.

THE FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT'

The report contained herein is prepare", ostensibly, to

'meet the requirements of the federal contract. Its purpose goes

far -beyond that motivatibn. This report should serve some value

to plitential providers and users of technical training in Vermont
.

and other states. It will serve as a basis for further Activites

' in Vermont. While,,the form and sponsorship of such activities
aok

have not been idehtified,the results reported herein should

provide insibhts to both'successes and failures.

In addition to this introduction, this report contain seven'

other chapters and append ices:

'Chapter 2 Project Setting,

This chapter is included to giA the reader some sense of the
unique geographic setting of Vermont and 'a. flavor of itsi
educational and industrial residents'.

Chapter 3 The; New Industrial Revolution

Tbrief look at the changes facing our industrial workforce.
his by no means represerqs a scholarly examination, rather a
compilation of the various issues and concerns raised by
those industries involved in this project.1

Chapter 4 Project Processes

This is a summary look at those processes and,activities
which represent the project's work. For the sake of
accuracy, the skills needs and training needs assessments are
described in one section. These two activities were con-

.
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ducted concurrently.
,

Chapter 5 Project Findings

Several of the ,project's tasks involved collection and ana-
lysis of information and data. Chapter 5 summarizes the
results of these tasks.

'Chapter 6 Brokerage Service Model

The primary outcome of this project*is the model descriped in
Chapter 6.. It represents the culmination of the project's
early activities and sets the agenda for future.rk.

Chapter 7 Project Outcomes

There are'many "intangible': outcomes associated with a prb-
ject of this nature. Collectively, these outcomes may re-
present the most significant impact of this project'on the
state of Vermont'.

Chapter 8 Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter summarizes the preceding sections and takes a
look at the needs of the future.

Appendices: There are a lot of summary documents which'
describe yarious aspects of this project. In retrospect,
someof them are of little value' while' some haie "appre-
.ciated" in value since their origination.-



Chapter 2

PROJECT SETTING

Vermont, one of the New England states, is located in the

northeast bordered by New Hampshire, Massachusetts, New York,

and, on the north, by the Canadian Province of Quebec. It is a

rural.-state covering 9,278 square miles. A unique and distinc-

tive state, it has characteristics which give it a flavor and

reputation all its .own. Vermont's two major resources, its land

and its people, interact in such a way as to set the state apart.

The very nature of the land -- mountainous, rocky , fores-

ted', cold and snowbound; in winter, delightful in summer -- has

shaped a population of industrious, frugal, honest, down-to-earth

people. The very nature of it's people has driven them to

develop Vermont into One of KMerica's garden spots. The absence

of billboards along its highways, litter of bottles and cans,

and ticky-tadky developments is no accident. Vermonters have

legislated it that way. The fact that Vermont is third in the

nation in the percentage of its work force employed in high

technology industry is no accident either.. Industry has .found,

and reported to ustthat the labor force in Vermont heti excellent

work attitudes, and is reliable, resourceful, tiard-wbrking, hon-

est, and fair.

This High Technology Training Consortium project has aimed
I
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at identifying the training needed by that labor force and find-

in? ways to implement-that training. This called for a look at

the "users" of. that training, the employers and employees ot our

state, and the "providers" of that training, the secondary voca-

tional schools, the colleges and universities, and the education-

al arms of organizations, both. public and private, which are not

considered to be part of the conventional educational establiph-

ment.

VERMONT'S POPULATION

Vermont is small, both in geographic size and it population.
a

The state is composed of fourteen counties and has twelve labor
4

market areas, as illustrated in figure 2.1 According to the

Bureau of the Census, the 1980 population of Vermont was 511,456.

Burlington, the state's largest city (pop. 37,712), is situated

in Chittenden'County, bordering Lake Champlain. Only eight ci-

ties and towns had a population of 10,000 or more 1n 1980.

Between 1970 and , 1980 Vermont's 'population increased

15%. .Chittenden County, with a gain of 16,403.betweon111970 and

1980, recorded the largest population expansion in absolute num-
.

bars. Windsor and Rutland counties, with gains 6,948 and 5,710

residents respectively over 1970, ranked second and third.

Addison CoLinty also regiatured a noteworthy population.expannioni

growing from 24,266 in 1970 to 29,406 in 1900. Grand tale had the

smallest number or residents (4,613) in 1900.

The towns of Colchester and `Essex in Chittenden County showed

largent percentage gains in population between 1970, and 1900,

8



FIGURE 2.3.

VERMONT'S 12 LABOR MARKET AREAS

9
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4 4 ,

43.9% and 31.4% respectively. Seven major cities and towns
: .

.

,recorded declines in population from 1970: Burlington, Rutlana
.6

oity,.Brattleboro, Barre City, Montpelier; 'St. JcitinSbury, and St.

Albans City.
.

Such data on population by counties and cities becomes more

significant when one.considers,the road and weather, conditions. in

Vermont. For a,considvable period of time in the wihter travel

is unpredictable because of mountainous terrain and weather.

This'greatly.affects effectiveness. when educational providers try

to deliver prams for employers, and employees!,over a' wide

geographical area.

VERMONT'S EMPLOYMENT

Vermont's labor force (current population survey estimates)

experienced significant growth during the past decade, increasing

from 188,750 in 1970 to 260,000 in 1981, a gain of 71,250 or

37.7%. .The greatest percent increase in populationlbetween 1970

and 1980 occurred in the White River Junction and_Morrisville

areas.

increase of

The Middlebury labor market area ranked third with an

21.3% during the ,same period.

In recent years, the employment picture in Vermont has been

relatively good; better than for thenation as a whole. .Due to
a

year of improved economic conditions, Vermont,""s unemployment

rate declined from 6.4% in 1980 to 5.7% in 1981. However,

predicted nationwide slowdown is expected to increase. Vermont's

unemployment rate for 1983 to around 6.1%. One area in particu-
.

tar has been hard hit 'by recent recessionary trends-- tle

Springfield/Windsor area tn Sptingfield County. The dependence

10 13



of this area on the machine tool in'dusbry has made it pairti

'laxly .vulnerable to the slqwdown in4liandfacituring ,tha,t Occ..tirred

.througboUt the nation.

V

0

A look at Tabla 2.1 gives a picttireof-twhe employm,

spread, by industry activity, throughoutthe state'of/Vermont and

projects this picture into 1996. Some changes are prediCted

for the employment trend in Vermont. As indicat d in this

table, Vermont's traditional agricultural base' s expected to

decline and manufacturing is expected to grow

less than the average..

TABLE 2.1
EMPLOYMENT IN VERMONT .BY /INDUSTRY

1980 AND 1990

1980 .1.
INDUSTRY TYPE Annual /

Average
.4

//

Agr., Forestry,Fisheries 6,100
Mining & Construction . 104813
ManufActuring 50;873

Durable Goods , 37,019,
Nondurable Goods 13,854

Transportation & Utilities* 10,517
Wholesale Trade 7,518
Retail Trade 33,263
Finance, Ins., &Real Est 8,038
Services 66,925
Government f 15,400

Federal, except Pos 2,777
State, except'Educ Lion 7,878
Local, except Educ tion 4,745

TOTAL ALL INDUSTRIES 209,447

*. Includes U.S. Postal Service
Source: Vermont Department of Employment

a rate somewhat,

1990
Annual
Average

5,677
14,350
60,949
'46,794
14,175'
12,050
9,500

41,.950.
10,000
82,892
19,100
3,200
9,900
6,000

256,468

VERMONT'S INDUSTRY

& Training

CHANGE.
Amt.

-423 -6.9
3,537 32.7

10,076 19.8
9;775 26.4

321 .2.3
1,533 14.6
1,982 26,4
8,687 26.3
1,962 24.4

15,967 23.9
3,700 24.0

423 15.2
2,022 25.7
1,255 26.4

47,021 22.5

The ingenuity, productivity, and skills of Vermont workers



helped spark the industrial .revolution In the United States.

Now, more than eve, these qualkes.characterize the industry o

Vetmdnt. The state has develdped hou§htfui prOgram fot
)

economic development which allows the advantages of modern tech-

nology'to walk hand in hand with Vermont's unique quality of

life. There are over 49 regional and local development entities

throughout theistate actively working on 'behalf of its business

and industry.

An indication, that Vermont is a good location for industry

is found in the fact that 43 national and international companies

have one or more plants rocated there. Such a situation is good

for Vermont's economy as well as for the level of technological

capability of the state. The interchange of technol 1 in-

formation through its association with larger corporate headquar-

ters keeps Vermont industry abreast of the world's 'technological

frontiers. .

Typical of Vermont's indbstrial regions is the Springfield

Windsor area. This is an area rich in history and technological,

development: the Republic of Vermont was born in Windsor in 1777;

the turret lathe, combination lock, adding machine, breechloading

rifle, steam shovel, the "jointed" doll, and even the mop wringer

were invented here.
)

With a backgiound like that,it is no wonder that in the

towns of Springfield and Windsor, there exists one of the largest

concentrations of machine tool manufacturing in 'the nation.

Dubbed "Precision Valley", this area contains a highly skilled

labor force. The major industrial and commercial centers of the

N 12



regionfch riroviding extensive munj.cipal services necessary for

industrial locatiOn are: Ludlow (population" 2,463), Springfield

Apopulation 10,063), and Windsor (population 4,158). Besided

Machine tool, production; the .regi,on includesNa thrivirig taro

mininf industry, a gr9wingNcecreational economic base, and sev-

eral urge engineering firms and' manufacturing enterprises in,

fields such as teWtiles, computer 'hardware, shoe sales:4 ,plastic

molding and milk processing products. Although the area has

been hit by the national recession, recent announcemens.of new

product developments:give signs of improvement in the economy.

Another area worthy of note is the greater Burlington

region, Vermont's major economic center and most urban area.

The region encompasses the state's largest industrial and commer-

cial firms, leading banks, five institutions of higher education

and the third largest Medical Center in New England. Two sec-

ondary vocational-technical centers help to supply skilled man-

poower to the county's rapidly expanding industry. An estimated

three-fourths of Vermont's total labor force lives within com-

muting range. A combiKled student body of over 11,000 is found at

the-University of Vermont, St: Michael's College, Champlain Col-

lege, .Trinity College, and the Community College of Vermont.

This concentration of resources makes for a unique human environ-

ment and is the reason the area is dynamic, progressive and one

of the fastest growing in the country.

Other industrialized regions include the Central Vermont

region, dominated by Montpelier, the state capitol, and Barre,

trade and industrial -center; the Rutland region With.an econo-

.

mic balance of manufacturing, agriculture and tourism; and the

13.



;41,

Franklin -Grand Isle region with paper, electrical, roces-' .

sing, and.gpparel indUstriegs

,Vetmontdoos have its large manufaCturing firmS'such as IBM,

General Electric, DigttalEquipment Co, etc. The twenty laigest

firms are displayed in Table 2.2. ft

. , TABLE 2.2
TWENTY LARGEST PRIVATE EMPLOYERS IN VERMONT

(in descending order)
AS OF MARCH 1983

NAME & LOCATION(S)

1. International Business Machines Corp.,:Essex Junction
2. General Electric Co'., Burlington, Rutland
3. Medical Center Hospital of Vermont, Burlington
4. New England Telephone, Various locations
5. Ethan Allen, Inc., Beecher Falls., Orleans, Randolph, Brighton
6. Grand Union Stores', Inc., Various locations
7. Simmonds Precision Products, Inc., Vergennes, Bellows Falls,

Middlebury ''

8. Union Carbide Corp., Bennington, St. Albans
9. P&C Food Markets, Inc., Various locations

10. National Life Insurance Co., Montpelier
11. Rutland Hospital, Inc., Rutland"
12.-Central Vermont Medical Center, Inc., Berlin
13. Middlebury College, Middlebury
14. Sherburne Corporation; Killington.
15., Digital Equipment Corp., So. Burliggton
16. -Norwich .University, Northfield (includes Vt.. College,

Montpelier)
17. Chittenden Trust Company, Various.locations
'18. Saga Food Service'of Vt., Inc., VariouS loCations -
19. Putnam Memorial Hospital, Bennington
20. Central Vermont Public Service .Corp., Various locations

Source: Vermont Dept. of Employment & Training

For the most part, however, industry in Vermont is made up of

small firms. 95.81 of the industrial firms employ fewer than 250

people and 87% employ 'fewer than 100. Information from the 1983

Official State of Vermont Manufacturer's Directory indicates a

'distribution ,of industrial size. illustrat4d in Figure 2.2.

14
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Figure 2.2 1
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These firms range from very sophisticated, very specialized,

high technology firms; such as New England Digital, Karl Suss

America, Triad Design, etc. to the older, more'standardized, but

none-the-less successful firms, such as.Burndy;:York Capacitor;

and Smith, Whitcomb & Cook. Table 2.3 shows the product mix and

number of plants- operated by Vermont's industry.

k

TABLE 2.3
VERMONT FIRMS BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION

SIC PRODUCTS NO., OF.

CODE PLANTS

20 Food & Kindred Products 70

22 Textile Mill Products 12

23 Apparel & Other Finished Products Made
from Fabrics and SfEtilar Materials 33

24 Lumber & Wood Products, except furniture 131
25 Furniture & Fixtures 35

15



26 Paper & Allied Productp
27 Printing, Piablishing, &kAllied Industries
28- ° Chemicals 4: Apled Products
29 Petroleum Products

' 30 Rubber & Mi*elkrneous Plastics Products,
31 Leather Prodtrcts
32 ,ptone, clay, Glass, Ad C?ncrete Products

, 33 ' Primary 'metal Industries ..,

34 kabricatedAietal Products, Except .Machinery,
TransEloriation Equipment,.and Non-electric
HeatinOquipment , 4

35 Machinery4. Except E1ectrical
36 Electricail 61.Elopotronic Mashinery, Equipment

and supplies
37 Transportation Equipment
38 Measuri0; Analyzing, and Controlling .

Instruments; Photographic, Medical, and Optic
Good4;Watches and Clocks

39 Miscelian r anufacturing Industries,

21'
129
25
10
28

118
11,

46
73,/

Table 2,4 displays the top ten non-agricultural 4*i
. .-:?":,-

in Vermont ranked by their annual average employment,. :The,, ,i,

at the right indicates whether the figure is an'in-Crea0e, r, a
,,,

.

,

decrease from the 1981 figure. Thus, the shiftingp4'6 'On of
;!'.*:/k'

employment by industry can be discerned: decreaeingernment,
p;

increasing health services, increasing tourism, i"Creasing educa-

tion, and decreasing trade & industry except for electrical
+4,

machinery.

'TABLE 2.4'
TOP TEN INDUSTRIES IN VERMONT

ESTIMATED NON-AGRICULTURAL WAGE AND SALARY.EMPLOYMENT
1982

Industry Annual Average
',Employment

1. Local Government 17,90-0

2. Health Services 15,300

3. State Government 13,A00

4. Electtical Machinery Manufacturing 12,600 +

5. Eating & Drinking Places -11,100
6. Contract Construction 9,750
7. Hotels, Motels, Other Lodging Pladbs. 7,100

8. Educational Services 6,900



.9. Non-electrical Machinery Manuftcturing '6,506
10.,RetS411Food Stores 6,100

* Based on 1982,Current Employment Statistics'
Source:' Wt. Dept. of Employment Ed, Training in cooperation with
the Bureitu of LaborAtatiatics, U.S. Dept. of Labor.

00

.

A lok at ,measures of.,wagesland Income givbs .indicsion
. ,

of the economic healthof a community. Analyzing the annual,

average wages in covered employment by county shows Chittenden

County, the area of greatest industrial concentration in Vermont,.

to be the highest. Second is the machine tool industry area in

Windsor county, andthird is Essex County. ,These three counties

are unique that their levels are above the average for Ver-

mont: :All other counties ,are below the Vermont average of

$11,840. A look at the per capita income'shows Chittenden and

Windsor counties still in the lead, but now five counties are

,above the Vermont averageof $7810.

VERMONT'S EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Higher Education,

The educational/training resources available in the State of

Vermont are more numerous and'of a higher quality than is readily

apparent. For example, the University-of Vermont Medical School

enjoys such a reputation that students and scholars come from all

over the world to benefit from it. Thirty-one post-secondary

institutions are capable of delivering a broad range of education

from individual courses through Associate to Doctorgl degrees.

The distribution of the higher education institutions is dis-

played in Figure 2.3. More than-3,000 degrees' and certificates
r
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TRINITY COLLEGE

FIGURE 2,3
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are awarded annually by Vermont institutions to Vermonters 40

they complete their academic programs. The number of students

enrolled in Veimont'IS colleges and universities is equivalent to

almestA 10% of the State's -population.
From traditional-aged

students to the employed adults in continuing education, students

are working to become,.4etter citizens and greater Contributors to

their communities. ()vet 45% of these students are from out-Of-

state, an indication of the extent to which Vermont exports

education.

Vermont has an unusual of higher education. It
f

differs from those of most/other states in the way it is fi-

nanced, the, way it is organized and coordinated, the sources of

its students,and its importance to the state's economy.

Vermont's financing of higher education represents a "high

tuition)high student aid" approach as compare il to most other

states. Its financial aid programs help Vermonters needing

assistance to attend colleges, universities or other post-secon-

dary schools, either in Vermont or elsewhere. This "high tui-

tion/high student aid" approach to the financing of higher educa-

tion may be the single most important characteristic of Vermont's

higher education 'system setting it apart from those of'other

states.

The system has other important characteristics, some result-

ing from Vermont's unusual financing approach and others that are

not directly related:

Vermont's state-assisted post-secondary institutions are
autonomous entities establiOied.as separate corporations
and governed by independent boards. While they are not
organized as integral parts of state government, they
are responsive to its interest*, and concerns through the
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Governor's and legislature's tioioctibn of board members
and'through continuing open discussion, reports, audits,
and other eommunica\ion.

Vermont has no single governing or coordinitihgboar&
with authority over a 1 public inutitutiorwOrfaaH_O-,.
some states, all' high education institutiontie..
Vermont Higher Educati n Planning CoMmission is 414,4C
visory board with no authority over institutions. It

seeks its goals through open discession, by providing
accurate benchmark infor ation anN analysis, and by
seeking consensus among groups and ,interelits.

Vermont's higher education system include ';:.a',°;
diverse group of both independent and states4iststed'
colleges and universities hich serve thousanda'orNOr
mont students and otter a w de range of eduCatiOnal
programs.

Vermont's colleges and univer sties, both state- assisted
and independent, enroll large numbers of students from
other state's. Vermont loads 'the country in percentage
of its total enrollment comingfrom out-of-state.

A greater percentage of VermonOs young people leave the
state to go to college or other ost-secondary schools
than is true in most states.

A greater percentage of-Vermont high school students
graduate from high school than in ',most other states.
However, a smaller percentage of Vermont high school
graduates center college immedihtely after high school
than the national average.

Higher education, considered as an industry, plays a
more important role in the economy in Vermont than, in

any other state. Almost-half of its students and two
thirds of its income are from sources outside the state.
Each dollar spent in Vermont will change hands several
times before leaving the state's economy. Economists
call this the "multiplier effect." The generally re-
cognized economic multiplier'applied-to edutational
expenditures within Vermont _is 2.59. Education can be

mconsidered one of Vermont's major industries.generating
$500 million of business annually.

Only five states appropriate smaller amounts of tax
funds per capita of state population to support higher
education through institutional support and student
assistance. Only ten states use a smaller percentage of
total personal income than Vermont to support higher
education. However, Vermont has maintained and modest-
ly improved this level of support through\the current
hard economic times while a number of states have been
forced to curtail sharply their more liber lly state-
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aupported systems.

indeed, higher education is one of the largest employers in

Vermont totaling 15,500 employees. The economic impact of this

is considerable. During the 1961-1962 academic year the 76

institutions had total revenues of more than $244 million.

illtanAau Vocational WucationWwreger^,^^^-

Vermont has alrea j invested a,considerable amount -- $27

million in the creation of a system of area vocational'con-

tors. Sixteen are located around the state (see figure 2.4).

Most centers are attached to centrally located high schools and

serve other schools systems within a designated service area.

In addition to the 16 area vocational centers, the state provides

financial support to a limited number of trade and industry,

health, and human services programa in regular high schools.

In 1981, state funded vocational education programs served

451 of all Vermont juniors and senibrs. Around 30 % of these

7200 students attended area vocational centers on a half-day

basis, commuting from high schools within the service areas.

Ten percent of area vocational center students were handicapped

and roughly 25% were either educationally or economically dis-

advantaged.

Follow-up studies of students one year after they completed

secondary vocational e ion programs indicate that 93% of the

students available for job' placement were employed and 59% were

employed in the field in which they were trained. Also, 18% of

);06.the students not ailable for job placement went on to further

education.
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Reports .from Vermont employers indicate general satisfaction

with the quality of education and training services provided by

our institutions. Most concerns focus on limitations in the

quantity and distribution of such services. This condition

produces a sense of bewildermpnt: °Why As such an excellent

y
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educational resource seemingly so underutilized and inequitably

distributed in the area of industrial training and contribution

to economic development ?"

Utilization of Education

One can;:unColier' many reasons that these, resources are not

4
utilized morePetfectivelir. The institutional perspective sug-

gests funding.
o T

he public support of education in Vermont is

well below the nati al average in almost every way. For exaM-
4 /

ple, in supporting its public higher education, Vermont regularly
- ,

ranks below at least 45 other states in terms of dollars appro-

priated per capita.- In short, public educational organizations

find funds' barely adequate to support the programs of their

primary mission. For example, an area vocational center re-

ceives state appropflation for its daytime, secondary activities.

To require further utilizatbon of the facility (to say nothing of

the instructional resource) increases an administrative burden

for which there is no mechanism for financial support. rn

short, "we're° having" enough trouble doing what-we're- required t

do with 'so little money."

The industrial perspective 'suggests a different reason that

the educational resources are underutilized. :Industry has often

considered the state's educational resources to be inappropriate,

unrespOnsive, and inflexible. These characteristics manifest

themselves in a variety of statements which include descriptio

such as: ivory tower, out -of- touch, antiquated facilities, out-

of-date programs, too much faculty self-protection, too bteau

4t4cratic, etc. In many cases, industries have gone to greato.



expense. to conduct their own training and, in many cases, general

leducation programs. ;=
J

Therffoie, the" situation approached by the High Technology

Training Consortial prOject reveals a definite need for high

technblogy training, an excellent resource for meeting that need,

and a 4ather wide chasm of understanding between the "users" and

the-"providers' hat training -- fertile ground for the work,

-of. the projeCt.:.

;,.:
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\--Chapter 3

THE NEW INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIJW'

Its all very Confusing--wh4 will the effect of high tech-

nology be? HypOtheses are en contradictory; reactions are

often counter-product Do=we need a better trained workforce;

or do we need any workforce at all? Theme only response which

,appears 'universal is: "High Tech" is here and going to continue!

But what is it?

THE KNOWLEDGE REVOLUTION

Two definitions of "High. Tech" seem to have gained accep

tance. The tirst relates to specific kinds of industry and

products, the second to less. specific production procesSes.

Certain industries base their entire business operation on

r.

the application of pure science. That this application results

in useful and/or desired products is the result of significant

investment in research and development. This type of industry is

heavily reliant on a well-educated workforce including scien-

tists, engineers, and technicians. A.._conmon characteristic of

its product is "high value added," usual,* as the result .of the

application of knowledge rather than tools. Frequently, .the

product is compact and increasingly dependent on micro-proces-
,,

sors. ,
The general public usually thinks of the computer and

26
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4 1

eleCtronics industries as "High Tech," but that label applies in

a multitude of other areas from chemicals to transporation to

machine toolS.

Perhaps, the other definition of "High Tech" is of greater

significance. For the foreseeable future, much of our national

economy will still be dependent on the manufacture of "tooled"

products. In order to increase productivity and compete in the

world market manufacturers must exploit the p t ntial of higher

technology-based design and production processe This will

include a dramatically greater use of robotics, omputer control -.

led machinery, and computer aided design. This broad application

is frequently called CAD/CAM--Computer Aided Design/Computer

-Aided Manufacturing. This development will radically alter the

characteristics of the American production worker; these changes

will be continuous and irreversible.

A common thread through both definitiont is the change from

a skill-based production to a knowledge- or concept-based produc-
?-

iion. Its requirements for workforce preparation through educa-

tion and training are, seemingly, overwhelming.

THE EFFECTS ON. HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

o understand the implications of this technical revolutio

it is important to agree on a view of human. resources develop-

ment. Frequently, Leonard Nadler is cited as a spokesman for this

field. In general, Nadler describes human resources development

in three activity areas: Training, Education, and'Deveiopment.

The major focus of training is to enable an employee to

27
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Perform better on the present job or one related to it. 'Traini94 1

focuses on a. particular goal that is specific in nature and

outcome. The training may be for skills, knowledge, methodolo-

gies, or attitudes. But training differs'from education in the

'specificity of thp goal .and the focusing of all behaviors toward

that goal. In short, training is job-oriented.

when a worker is being prepared for a place in the organiza-

tion different from the one currently held--this is employee

education. It is frequently geared to specific job placement at

some time in the future. Education seekstto achieve broade

.goals of less certainty. A primary purpose of'employee ed cation

is ,to prepare .empioyees for upward mobility within the organiza-

tion. Employee education is indiiridual-oriented.

Both training and education have identified directions for

the individual.' Employee development is'concerned with the future

direction of the organization and the employee in directions not

clearly identifiable. The goals of employee development cannot

be stated in .specific or behavioral terms. Within an organiza-

tion, employee development activities are 'designed to produce a

- viable and flexible workforcefor rapid 'deployment as organiza-

'tional needs change. Employee development is organization-or-

iented.

Historically, American industry has focused its human re-

sources development activities at the training level. This may

be very appropriate for the skill-based production which has been

.

prevalent in industry. But as industry moves toward an environ-

ment of, constantly and rapidly changing technologies and produc-

tion processes, an increased dependence on employee education

28.



a'hd dev lopment will be required. Training, in the sense Nadler

defines'it, will rapidly be replaced by programming of computer
k

controlled
I

machines. Preparing a workforce for the jobs in an

automated workplace will demand more knowledge- and concept-

based preparation. This is the gauntlet "High Tech" has thtown

down.

THE EDUCATIONAL CHALLENGE

As we attempt to meet this. educational challenge, several

directions are immediately evident. As we progressed in this

project, we found some addressable now, others. requiring some

building of foundation. 1

...
.

To 'meet this challenge will require resources far.greater

than any one source can provide. Th? effort must elicit the

cooperative, coordinated efforts of all levels of education,

governme nt, industry, labor, and community. Each component has

something to .offer as well as a significant stake in the outcome.

The primary focus of this project, has been on "cooperative" and

"coordinated." -Heretofore, the components have communicated in

fragmented, often counter-productive ways. To'have provided

forum for common communication is of great significance.

Our
,/

traditional education systems, both primary/secondary

and higher, must internalize their role and responsiblity in

economic development. That is not to suggest a singular orienta-

tion, but, rather, a recognition of its relative importance. In

Vermont, economic development is governed by a philosophy which

-preserves the importance of our natur and human resources.
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Within this preservation orientation, educational participation

takes on added importance.

Just as innovation is the mark of higher technologies, it

must also play a role in the meeting of these educational and

training challenges. We still tend to think of innovative deliv.-

ery in traditional educational terms. Yet, geographic and demO-

graphic conditions detract from the economic and educational

viability of these methods. While they shmild not be abandoned,

they should be augmented by experimentation and, eventually,

exploitation of technological ad;/ances in communication. The

education and training enviroment should encourage such innova-

tion and reward its successes.

It is important that we constantly consider two offensives.

First, 4 the improvement of education and preparation of future

citizens and workforce.' Second the continual "retooling" of

our current workforce must incl de the new "basic knowledge"

required in the evolving workplace and the delivery of educa-

tion /trainingtion/training to avoid future deficiencies.

This mammoth and continuous task of educating ou current

workfo is the focus of this project. 'We have taken firm,

deliberate steps toward the needed capabilities.
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Chapter 4

PROJECT PROCESSES

A variety of taskshave been underyA ken, each contributing

to the project's goals. Each',.of these tasks produced important
F

results, whether tangilple or'not; but the progression of tasks
.

led to the development of the brokering system model. The pro-

ject, in essence, was "process" in nature. It represented.a

brokering system in its earliest of stages. The resultant "for-

malized" brokering service model i9 one of the major outcommes of

the project.

Following is a brief sketch of the tasks specified in the

contract. (They are foowed by more complete descriptions.)

Establishment of a Technical Advisory Council

The Technical Advisory Council demonstrates two signi-
ficant aspects of this project. First, the Council
contributed greatly by advising and participating in
the project's work. And, the very existance of such a
council, blending the perspectives of education, indus-
try and government (among others) represents a forum
for exchange of information and common efforts charac-
teristic of "brokering!' in its broadest sense.

Identification of Other Key Resources

Throughout this project, the staff of the Office of
External Programs had contact with representatives of
over 100 industries in Vermont. Continuous participa-
tion in p oject activities and input of ideas from

industria representatives, vocational directors and
many other from education and goVernment complemented
the work of t actually named to the Technical
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Advisory Council. These resources will be key to any
further development of the brokering services.

Assessing the Need for Skilled Workers

Skills assessment involved the expertise of many people
and organizations.' Personal contact with those indus-
tries expressing training needs, represented the most
significant aspect of this task. The assessment resul-
ted in. few quantitative results, but the descriptive
nature of the results, when combined with the quantita-
tive measures undertaken by state government, accurate-
ly portrayed the "felt needs" of ,Vermont's industrial
base.

Assessing the Need for Training Programs

The project progressed to appreciate the tremendous
needs for generic training. This need for a "trainable
workforce" was expressed time. and time,again by the
industrial members of the Technical Advisory Council
and by much of the industrial community. In addition,
there remains'a constant need for assistance with.job
specific training, particularly among smaller com--
panies. Within the constraints of the contract, we
were able to identify many of these needs.

at

Determining.A ro riate Sponsorship

It is at this paint that the project became much more
formative. The nstructional'capabilities of 'Vermont's
institutions of higher education, system of sixteen
secondary area vocational centers,' and other train-
ing/education prdviderg were collected, analyzed and
made available. Our intent was to articulate the sup-
ply side of the training marketplace. Institutions
often:do not avail themselves of the many opportunities
to pxomote training services. The project's intent was
to create an environment which modifies and rewa ds the
behavior of providing a broader base of services

Creating a Delivery System Model

It seems shortsighted to identify training needs and
mount little effort to solve them. The project and its
advisory council saw a far greater responsibility and
opportunity to develop a model by which specific train-
ing needs could be identified, searches'for resources
conducted, and appropriate training provider(s) mat9hed
to the need. A brokering service-model was developed
and adopted by the project as a mechanism to meet this
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goal.

THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
1/4

Among the first, and very significant, tasks undertaken in

this project was the creation of the Technical Advisory Coun7i1,

The Council was formed to provide advice and creative thinking

for the project. It has proven to be that and more. The Techni-

cal Advisory Council lacks any formal enpowerdient; yet its impact

and Anfluence has been very significant in this year when inter
.

est in high technology and the training of the nation'a'workforce

has been so wideipread.

Technical Advisory Council Membership

In October 1982 'a letter was sent to a broad range of

groups potentially interested in the project. Among those\ for

whom correspondence was directed were nearly 100 Andustries which
4

currently are considered "high tech" in either product'or manu-

facturing process or were likely candidates to adopt more highly

technical manufacturing processes. This represented a cross-

section-of Vermont industry in size and geographic distribution.

Letters were also sent to the commissioners or secretaries of the

several state agencies actively involved in Vermont's training

activities; the state labor organizations; institutions of higher

education; and advisory councils or organizations related to

vocational /technical education.'

The. letter invited nominations to the Adifisory. Council. The

response was very impressive. Thirty-four organizations respond-

ed with over 37 nominations. From these.t. nominations, the Chan-
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eel for of the Vermont State Collegea,and the project direct.(4

invited part4cipation of 19 persona representing the diverse

perspectives of:

business and industry
public broadcasting
organized labor
public higher education
.private higher education
,vocational education
,state department of education
state agency of development and
the state logisfature

Ten of nineteen members were from business and industry.

In selecting industrial representation, we sought a balance of

perspectives, including company sizei geographic distribution,

type of manufactUring or service,. and product4ine
0

s. We also

sought a broad distribution among executive, engineering, person-

nel, and manufacturing perspectives. We invited participation on

the basis of professional contribution rather than representation

of employer.

All invitations were accepted. The Council's membership is

listed in Appendix I.

The Council's Operating Procedures

The Technical Advisory Council met five times during the

contract period. The level of involvement and enthusiasm of the

0
_,!e ceeck our expect tions. It has been a truly influential group.

uncil members and other interested parties never fililed to

The Council c ose to act in an advisory capacity and leave

the policy and decision issues to the contractor, the Verdont

State Colleges. The Council considered a number of working
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modele, includin9 steering committeo, teak forc'e and ()there 'bot

instead chose to work as one Counci l during the early stages of

the project. The Council also chose to work by consensus as it ,

provided advice to the project staff, the Office of gxer041

Provamo. And finally, the Council asked to meet monthly,

rather than quarterly, althou9h eventually, oevprol factors

reduced this frequency to something approachin9 quarterly with

du.-'' ittee activities between meetings.' Summary reports of all

meetings, supplemented by frequent staff visits and telephone

conversations Dept Council member* continuously informed and

involved in project activities.

Inaamuch 'as the focus of this project was the "oponing up"

of the training system(s) in Vermont, it was important to encour-

age the participation of people net actually sitting on the

Council. Frequent visitors to the Council'a meetings represented

a number of state agencies, local development groups, educators,

legislators and the news media. All materials were made avail-

- able to visitors and each received an Advance agenda for.future

meetings. Several of the visitors actively participated in dis-

cussions and were asked to participate in subcommittee activi-

ties. Their contributions, as well as those of other visitors,

were considerable.

Council meetings in January and March concentrated on the

skills and training assessments. Early in that process, the

Council asked that a preliminary polling of companies be conduct-

ed to help refine the instrumentation. They volunteered heir

own employers for this task. The Council consistently urged that

the project be equally concerned with (1) the long-term chaklenge-
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of preparing i *trainable wollitored in Vermont *n4 CO the

training needs of the present *generation" of Vermont workers.

The Council inettuQted the elf flea gt E*cethel Programs t pKoode4

with the ossasomento. A preliminary report was pr odnd4 ac the

Mer h fficdting and the Council d dt9n4t04 a 404POMmitt00 to

analyse the incomin9 date. The Ottico of External Progrim4yro-

gontod t 0 Assodoment report§ dt the Cooncil'a stay mocting# at

which time the Council agreed with our opinion that the needs and

training assessments were of relatively little quantitative

value, but contained useful descriptive elements to be used in

concert with other quantitative studies 40 indicators of industry

feuds.

During its May meeting, the Council took several significant

actions:

The staffpresented federal and state legislative and
grant initiatives which related to high technology and
related training. The Council suggested other parties
which would be interested in such infordwition and asked
the Office of External Programs to continue to act as a
clearinghouse for ritip information.

The development of a brokering service modal was adop-
ted as the deVelopmental.focus for the remaining tasks
of the contract. Basit elements of such a model were
agreed to and a subcommittee selected to provide input
to the its development.

The Council agreed to co-sponsor a High Technology
Conference to tze held at Norwich University in August.
Furthermore, the Council agreed to hold its next meet-
ing concurrent with the Conference.

The Council adopted "Four Areas of Future Emphasis" as
the directions of its future work. These provide a
philosophical base from which to mount future efforts.

The Counci 1 met in August for final seTtion under the



controct, The wapring# bald "OP4 reotly with the ni.gh T 'holo9y

eOlittlfdried At Horwivh University,

actionei

deulted in two eigniticant

Tno council adopted the brokering scivles model 4nd
skprossed It hope that 400th A Oervics could ba dtimuu.

sttataii as 4 single source for training AtatVICala-"w
Indootry looking for mono -stop ohoppingm 4nd educe-
tion41 r000urces looking for nun-duplicetive and un-
biased 4CCA00 to th4 industry And training markets
EA-eh D414 cite 140iierinq #ervId 44 A valuable mechanism
tor achieving thode goals,

Contemplating Ito future and the reoulto of ito et-
torte, the Council elected to continua its work. AC.
knowiedging the docreeee in staff oupport, the COuncil
choee to oversee demonetrat ion and eventual implementa-
tlon of the brokering service model.

P0 ruture lani211!

Midway through the profact, the Technical Advisory Council

adopted tour areas of future emphasis: Thorpe ere eignificant in

that they form a foundation for the work of the pro) et, perhaps.

more significantly, they cot a tone which was echoed in ,the work

of other groups.and organizations..

Math and Science

The math and science preparation of the current and future

workforce, including:

excellence in primary, secondary, and post - secondary
education
broad-based availability of remediatiom for the current
workforce
faculty and teacher development and retention

Institutional Capability

Increasing the capability of Vermont's educational and,ttain-

ing institutions to conduct technical training. .This in-

cludes lab/shop facilities as well as faculty and teachers
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and involves:

* legislative initiatives .

. *" assistance with the hi h---start-up costs of technical.
programs

* oveoming'severe deficiencies in lab/shop equipment
* overcoming etirtages of qualified teachers. faculty in

key content areas .."'

ributed Delivery

Removing the barriers and creating the incentives for disper-

sed d very of training programs. It is essential to create

an environment which motivates institutions to develop and

distribute prograMs more responsively. This requires con-

sideration of: r.

* * '',,the high cost of de 1 i ver i n programs in the absense of a
critical mass of participants
the.-financial ncentives and barriers

. the-political incentives and barri'ers
partnerships
generating new delivery options

Brokering Service.

Facilitating the match beiween capable-providers and the-

training needs of new and existing industry. Brokering must

provide for:
ro

,equitable access by all potential providers
rapid response time
determSnation of vendor by user of service
financlal'support of the brokerage

Impact of the Technical Advisory Council

and users

The effectiveness and impact of the :Technical" Advisory Coun-

extends far beyond the outcomes of its meetings and the

decisions described 'above. The Council rep- resented a. first-of-

its-kind, regular gather of .industrial,

.1
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governmental and political interests for meeting training needs.

-TEuniqueness of this gathering is demonstrated, in the enthu-

siasm and constant contribution of its membership. Additionally,

the Vermont State Colleges Office. of External Programs provided

frequent opportuhities for informal discussions and. contact. In

several instances, training programs eventually offered by other

9
departments or institutions were conceived at, informal gather-

.,

ings.

AssoCiation with the Council fostered relationships which

have contributed greatly to the straining dgportunities in Ver

mont. The Cou cil, recognizing ossible exclusionary tendency

in these relationships, ;has sought their deemphasis throtigh'the

brokering service model. Nonetheless,. the Council provided a

forum at which training frustrations could be discussed, often

resUlting in recommended solutions.

Forum for Communication

Members have frequently characterized the Council as a very

significant forum for communication. As such its various consti-
'.

4,

tuencies eve shed their protective "skins" and addressed the
VA

trainin problems with decreasing concerns for ownership. What

is at stake is making resources in Vermont work for Vermont.

There now exists a better appreciation of the characteristics and

philosophies.of i constituencies. Whether tolerance or-Utiliza-
.

tion will folio remains to, be seen, but the lines of communica-

tions, haNie^bee opened, the discussion placed on the table, and

the)peneVits of coordination and cooperation displayed.

For this type of activity to succeed, we think it is essen-
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tial to encourage and welcome the participation of individuals

and organizations 'without*formal representation on the council.

As suggested earlier, ours is an effort to open up systems. We

have endouraged.the contributions of many people and groups; we

have Ancorporated their input when We felt it was appropriate,

and learned from it at the very least.

The Technical Advisory Council and its entourage of interes-

ted parties have_ influenced the directions of training in Ver

mont. Its dedication

'the

by its committment to

continue operating after the contract period ends. It hopes to

continue to influence the quality and availabli4y of technical

training and preparation. of Vermont's Workforce. The Council's

plan to continue demonstrates its desire to work toward that end.

IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCES

The identification of resources avail*able to the project, both

from within and outside of the state of Vermont, began before the

project was fOrmallY undertaken. The Vermont State Colleges

Office of External Programs began ,collecting information on the

high- technology interests in the state. A lisr was contructed

of400e Secretaries and Commissioners of those state agencies and
-

departments most involved-in technical training. Another list

was constructed of the business and industry in Vermont which had

a high technology product or-was considered a likely candidate

for adotion of improved technologicl manufacturing processes.

PublicatiOns, letterS, and material dealing.with high technologY

were directed into the Office of External Programs. and a library

on technical training was started.
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Among the first activities Of the project was the solicita-

tion of nominations for the Technical Advisory Council. In

addition to ,the those nominated, we requested organizations to

indicate other peoplle who might provide the project with some

future resource. The 34 responses to this request resulted in 37

nominations for the Council and 61 recommendations of resources.

As the work of the project progressed additional contacts were

suggested by Council members and others. As word of the other

related activities came in, contacts were made. Information was

collected from projects in South Caro ina, Georgia,'Ohio New

York, Massachusetts, Michigan, Illinois, ida, New Jersey, New

Hampshire, and the Western Interstate COMmission.foT-Higher Edu-

cation (a consortium of 13 western states).

Per,sonal contacts were made with many agencies of state gov-

ernment, including the Agency of Development & Community Affairs,

the Department of Education, the Department of Emplozment &

Training, and state planners mid researchers. Quasi-public

agencies were also contacted, for instance, planning and de-
,

.velopment commissions and chambers.of commerce. -Private

training organizations were invited to contribute as they made

themselves known.

Among the most valuable of resources to the project were the

resources resident in Vermont's industry and educational institu-

tions., Many contacts were made here by personal visit, tele-

phone, and mail. The'response has been very encouraging, re-

vealing a deep concern over the need for training in the state

and a willingness to cooperate in the pursuit-of-solutions.
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'It can be honestly said thatmore resources were identified

than we were able to take advantage of in the short duration of

the project. The invaluable services rendered by the Technical

Advisory Council and others in Vermont's industry, education, and

government have made these our most valuable resources.'

ASSESSMENT OF SKILL AND TRAININGNEEDS

The project realized the limitations of ourasiessment capa-

bility and, consequently, soughtadvice.from governmental agen-

cies involved in similar efforts, educators who have an under.-

standing of training methods and problems, and industry repxesen-

tatives who are close to the need for specific skills and train
t

ing programs. From the outset4 an effort was made to benefit.

from information already developed and to format our assessment

to be compatible with statistics gathered and reported by the

Research and Statistics section of the Vermont DepartMent of

Employment and Training. Since their studies make projections to

1990, we used`that date as a benchmark for our inquiries to

industry. Because of the limitation on sample size, it was

essential that we be able to integrate our informatii9n with

theirs. Consequently, our inquiries sought only to establish a

descriptive "felt needs" component to complement their broad

statewide statistical base of more definitive, quanitatiye in-

formation.

The Vermont Occupational Information Coordinating 'Committee

(VOICC) was very helpful in facilitating our consultation with

the Department. of EmplOyMeat_and_Training. The Research and

Statistics section offered the assistance of their data banks and
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their guidance in ,planning .the. format for our assessment

inquiries.

The Technical Advisory Council, both individually and col-.

lectively,was extremely helpful in communicating ideas and sug-
.

gestions. Early input-from the Council formed, the basis of the

instruments used to assess the skill and training needs of

industry.
0

Methodology

After first obtaining advice and guidance from the Research

and Statistics section, we asked the Technical. Advisory Council

industrial representatives to pilot test portions:of the instru-

ment byiidentifying the top five job needs (with skill descrip-

tionsj they felt were generally moS172iMportant to Vermont's

technologically-based industry. Their responses provided a base

list of 25 jobs important to .this small, yet fairly represehta-

,

tive portion of Vermont industry. These are presented in

Appendix II. A review of these might give rise to the question,

"Are these high technology. jobs?" Not necessarily;' we Were

looking for the high teChnology-related training needs in Ver-

mont. It is felt that each of the jobs listed will require some

training in the use and maintenance of modern high technology

equipment. Therefdre identifying the job titles that figure

importantly in the need for high technology training was a criti-

cal step.

We established criteria for the sample group as industry

with either highly technical products or employing higher tech-

nological manufacturing processes. We conducted a preliminary
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telephone screeningscreening of 61 companies in twelve different Standard

Industrial Classifications (SIC). Forty-two of these companies

felt they needed high techndlogy-related training and were

ling to participate in the assessment. We proceeded to sample

groups of nine or fewer companies'in six SIC groups. The rates of

return are shown in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4,.1

SURVEY RETURNS BY SIC CODE

SIC PRODUCTS

COMPANIES

RETURNSENT RECD

28 Chemical, fiAllied Products 5 1 20%

33,34 Primary, Fabricated Metals 4 4 100%

35 Machinery, exc. Electrical 9 8 78%

'36 Electrical/Electronic - 9 5 56%

38 Instrument and related 6 5 83%
...... Other 6 5 83%

Overal/ 42 29 691L

A survey conducted within our contractual limitations'on

sample size cannot be considered either reliable or valid if used

as a "sole source." Rather; the survey results are considered an

indication of "felt needs" as expressedby a relatively represen-

tative sampling of this sector of Vermont industry. Additional-

ly, these results add'a descriptive component to the far more

reliable and valid studies conducted by the Research and Statis-

tics section.

The Technical Advisory Council appointed a subcommittee to

analyze the data gathered from the skills and training assess-
.

ments, identify the training/education needs expressed or implied
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in the data, and develop a list ofAhe appropriate training to

meet those needs. It was at t is point we fully realized the

"quantitative limitations of tle data collection. The subcommit-

tee work did result in two important products: (1) the report

of "felt needs" which grouped job titles and skills needs and

pointed toward some of the broad training/education needs and (2),

'tie articulation of areas of tyre emphdsis for the Technical

Advisory Council.

In the meantime, the job list was checked against the

Office of Employment Statistics (OES) occupational titles' and

definitions and the appropriate numbers were identified. Where

OES numbers were not available, they were developed from the

Dictionary of Occupational Titles.. This list of jobs with the

associated identifying numbers was sent to the Research and

Statistics section of the Department of Employment and Training

with the request that job openings to 1990 be projected, for each

job from the broad base of data available to that office.

The Research and Statistics section responded with a newly

'published report giving their projections of job openings in

Vermont to 1990. This report gave only job titles without

identifying numbers and did not cover all of the job titles on

our list. Upon query, we were told that the Research and Statis-

tics section could not develop projections on the federal identi-

fying numbers we had given them because their data was a mixture

of both federal and other data. Faced with this situation, we

have tried to align our job titles with those of,the report as

closely as possible and have giventherojectipns available.
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Confidentiality 4

Within the developmental orientation Of this project, we

felt the need to ensure confidentiality among industry respon-

dents. This was ssentially done by allowing anonymity of as-
,

sessment responses. If thierport of assessment is conducted i

the future, its verve will be greatly enhanced by a confiential

coding of responses.

Many of the training needs we identified were not company-

specific. However, many of the critical needs were specific to a

company 'or a group of related companies. If the brokering ser-

vice model is to be successfully demonstrated, data must be

gathered in a manner which allows company identification. This

can and should be done with full cognizance of the proprietary

nature of some"-bf the information.

'Through this project, we have become convinced that industry

wants a mechanism by which their, training needs can be identified

and meta Frequently, .similar skills and training needs must be

met among several of the smaller companies collectively. In

order for the brokering service to collect these similar needs

and formulate a response, information of a more specific, nature

keyed to specific comppnies must be Maintained.

Whether industry will respond with sufficient candor and

trust the confidentiality will beknown only in time. we are

convinced that the necessary level of trust Can be developed and

maintained.



APPROPRIATE SPONSORSHIP r

In an much an our orientation to training development has

been systematic rather than program specific, the determination

of appropriate sponsorship nhould also be systematic in nature.

Indeed, in the brokering service model adopted, the actual

determination of the "appropriaten.provider of some specific

training program will be made by the USER. A mechanism by which

the-broadest participation might be promoted seems appropriate.

It js with this perspective that we have conducted an examination

of potential provider

Methodolo

The Office of External Programs has conducted a mail survey

of the post-seCondary and vocational education organizations in

Vermont. The purpose of this mailing is for these institutions

to,select those content areas for which they would like to

receive Requests for Proposals. This is a process that should be

conducted on a regular (annual or semi-annual) 'basis. It alerts

training/education organizations to the types of content areas

for which training is being requested and allows them to specify

those areas for which they either have or are developing exper-

t.ise. In preparing the list of areas, we contacted other pro-

grams involved in non-collegiate education and training. What we

found was that industrial-related topics were only a few among

many, many reas. It seems the need is equally present in areas

from law. to h al th care. We see the brokerage as a valuable

service to the broadest range of organizations.
t

-

To date, we have contactehe _directors of the sixteen area
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vocational-technical centers, thirty-ono post-secondarlf institu.

tiona, and six other private or public organizations which are

likely to have a training resource available. In many instances,

the mailing wad followed up by telephone calla or a visit by

project staff. We have asked the organization's to indicate those

content areas for which they have instructional resources and/or

facilities which are appropriate and available (see Appendix

VI). Alsoewe have asked that contact .persons be indicated for

specific content areas. Again, the periodic update of data for

a particular organization will be quite important.

We have not asked for this information with the intent to be

11 exclusionary. Rather, we want an organization to indicate

VA, all areas for which they are interested. Our intent is

to mail only those RFP's which will be of.interest to an organi-

zation and not desensitize it by a deluge (large or small) of

inapproporiate proposal requests. The feedback to this approach

has been overwhelmingly positive.

In order to keep staff time to a. minimum, our intent- is to

use a database management system which will automatically address

RFP,letters to the correct contact person in an organizations

We would require brief RFP's, prOposals and response periods.

DEVELOPMENT OF A DELIVERY MODEL

CI

Rather than become invested in specific training programs,

the Council felt that an increased Capability to respond to ever-

changing training needs was much more critical. Therefore, this

model is directed at changing the institutional environment
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rather than changing th0institution. To date, the present

environment or marketplace had not metivetad educational tnatLtu

tione: to reeponsiveness. In fact, there is no reward fer'bein9

more reaponsive. The cost &Of new, reeponsive provama must be

borne "out of the hidea".ot existing programs which ere important

for other reasons. But also, there is a groat deal of education

and training that industry is willing to purchase. Industry

paying.a premium to do its own training when its primary business

is something quite different. in the same way that most indus-,

tries would rather hire a catering service than to eguip'and

operate a full. cafeteria, most would rather purchase their educa-

tion and training from "experts" in that field..

Consequently, an effort must be made to create an environ-

pent which motivates, utilizes, and rewards our institutions to

Invest In the facilties, instructional resources, and expertise

to become a more valued part of the training equation. Concommi-
.

tantly, the industrial. sector must see a-service which, in the

end, costs ress, is easier and less time consuming to use, and

which is effective.

The Project has developed a brokering service model whiCh,

we believe, begins to create such an environment. As the Office

of External Programs began development of such a brokering ser-

vice model, it formedsa subcommittee of the Technical Advisory

Council 'comprised of members Irom education and state,govern-

-ment, including several individuals who, though-not members of.

the council, were active in its meetings. This group explored

many of the programmatic and political issues of a brokering

service. Its work was extrememly influential in creating the

4-9
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fine form at rho brokering service. The me4e1 deacribe4 ,In

Chapter b 44mo to spans 4p 00 market au that more inotitu iOnd

C44 sacs tha (1040t ty 4144 nature of eervieeo requeored 4n4 potoo-

41 4Qured4 of revenue. it also 4t04tgbd 4 valuable .level of

competition in which 01040 with f0w.or copebilitico no longer ode

themsolv04 ex/eluded from participation. Indeed, they may be

motivated to gee the value of their unmarketed wares and venture

totth in new ways.

The model makoo no assumptions of what oresnisatioh(a),PIAY

P4tticul;tr roles. It is conceivable that in one situation, an

organization may view itself as a PROVIDER, in another as a USER.

It is this model that auggestsdevelopmentof greater ihati-

tutional capabilitis and morn effective, distributed delivery of

education/training programs. The brokering service model consti-

tutes a major contribution of the project.

The model, was accepted by'the full Technical Advisory Coun-

cil at its August meeting. In looking to.implementation, the

Council began examining ways to create this as a sole source

brokering service--in other words, "one-stop-shopping" for indus-

try. The brokering services model is predicated on open bidding

and a purchasing decision made by the USER.



PROJECT VINOINCS

Although the Nilh Technology Training Coneortiamproject has

reached a very definite result with concrete, visible evidence

of Its accomplishments, there t4 4 hoirsrchy of findings that

should prove useful to VormOnt and others who wish to follow in

her footsteps. This section will report on that heirarchy of

findings and the attendant implications, leading up to the major

outcome of the pro5ect which will be reported in Chapter 6.,

SKILLS AND TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

First, a list of 25 job titles that,are important to Vermont

industry was created. As previously reported this information.

came from the members o6 the Technical Advisory Council The

Council members submitted, along with the job titles, a list of

.job skills they felt were needed by each Job. These were in-

tended to identify the level and type of skills,to which the job

title referred. The list of 25 job titles and their attendant

skills is a composite of the information received from the Coun-

cil, -andjs-presented- in Appendix

/ -This result was valuable for two reasons:

It caused is to reexamine our definition and
application of the term "high technology". The
ensuing conclusion confirmed the original decision



of the Technical Advisory Council to .pursue the' need
for technical training- in many industrial settin4s
rather than in: high technology industry only.

'It provided the foundation gr the survey'
instrument that, was to be u to sample Vermont
industry's needs for skill and training in highly
technical areas.

.

This list of 25 jobs was upgraded by add=ing the job descrip-

tions obtained from the Standard Occupational Classification

(SOC) .Manbal and the DictfOnary of Occupational Titles (DOT).

) This list was sent to industry firms in Vermont and they respon-

ded with the a dition of five mare job titles (along with their

attendant skil s) which were not on our originarlist. This
. % .

more comprehensive 1'st appears, in Appendix-III.

Armed with this d t a subcommitteeof the Technical Ad

vi = y Counci grouped job titles by level Of education required

and eliminated duplication by combining.sIsills. They then con-

verted the result 'to a list suggesting topical areas for which
,)

training should be made available to industry (see AppendirV).

While the subCOMmittee was workinlg on this infomation, the

list of 30 job titles with their.corresponding SOC or DOT numbers

.

was. .bein seht to the Research & Statistics section of Vermont's

/Department of Employment & Training with the request that they be

checked against the states data bank for prOjections to 190.

troiri their response came the .listing given in Appendix IV.

Picking the /op ten from that list we project openings t 1990 a
4

presented in tillable 5a.
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Table 5.1

Job ategory Estimate of Total,
ti Job Openings

1983 to 1990

Clerical Occupation$ 4165
Customer Engineer (Sales Reps., ech.)' 1211
Slectrical/Electronic.Engineers 770
Engineering Techbician 756
Office (Technician) Machine Operator 581
Electrical/Electrionic Assemblers' 448
Industrial Engineers 378
Computer Programmers 364
Telephone Operators.

./'
231

Mechanical Emgineers 217

When we review the skills needs anticipated for these top

ten job demands we find a need for training in ".,..computers,

computer applications, mini=computer Operations, data entry lan-
,

guages, word processing skills, troubleshooting both analog and

digital electronic equipment knowledge of - digital and analog

circuit design, design computer memory subsystem,

is common among many of- the. categories.

", etc.

There were several shortcomings in the assessment techniques

used. These resulted from-inexperience, a limitation on 'sample

size, and the effort to formalize data collection which is best

.done by'listenirig and talking with industrial representatives.

Its resultant value is a description indicative of industry's

',felt need" for skills and training. This ,descriptive element.

adds a valuable dimension to the statistic -based 'data collected

and analyzed elsewhere.

It is apparent that the need for technology-related training

is present in nearly all of th se jobs -However, a review of the

listof topics suggestive of t e training thatindustry said they



needed shows that they are asking fora great deal of training

that is not considered high technology. This study attemptedto

reconcile these points and concluded that industry wants people

\\trained in high technology who also have other generic skills,

such as communication, interpersonal relations, and'math/science

preparation. Clearly, a solution was needed which could equally

address the high technology and 'related other train'ng needs of

industry. It was at this point that the study took a wider

perspective on what it mas doing.
.

BROKERING SERVICE MODEL

From these asseStments, the Technical AdviscYry Council iden-

tified a broader role for education/training delivery

in Vermont. This developed into four major areas for .fUture

emphasis:

1. Math & Science
2. Institutional Capability
3. Distributed Delivery
4. Brokering Service

. .

The Council responded positively to the brokering service

and recogniied its immediate application. Discussion soon

brought out the fact that development of such a brokering service-iv

could easily identify an appropriate delivery system and also

have an. impact on the capabilities of the.institutions involved.

'This being the case, the Coundil appointed a subcommittee to

explorethe Brokering Service and leave other areas for future

.\attention. The results of this development are described in
1

Chapter
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APPROPRIATE SPONSORSHIP

Concurrent with the development of the brokering concept the

Office of. External Programs proceeded to conduct a pilot survey

of the educational resources of the state to determine the basis

for sponsorship. This resulted in considerable interest on the

part of our educational institutions. In response to the first

survey, 26 institutions indicated capability of providing some

level of'education/training from high school to college level

over a broad range of 24 topic areas. Appendix VI displays all

the institutions queried and their responses to date anoyhe

content areas for which they indicated expertise or resources.

In addition, this information indicates their resource capabi-

lities in terms of facilities instructors, or both.

This information is being placed in a data base management

system so that, when a request for a proposal is received for

instruction:on any of the designated topic areas; tbe computer

will prepare a mailing to all the institutions which have re-

quested to participate in that particular topic area. Many

institutions may ect not to bid for geographic, logistic, or

other reasons b receipt of the request for proposal will enable

hem to'keepabreast of the type of need that is being expressed

by industry and_to evaluate their own capabilities to respond.
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The many

Chapter 6

BROKERAGE. SERVICE MODEL

acets of High Technology are constantly being

analyzed in the media these days. Some hail it as the last;

great hope for a way out of our economic doldrums. But even the

strongest advocates of High Technology recognize that it is not

without its problems. Where will the skilled workers be found. to

conceive, design, plan, implement, and interface with High Tech-

nology? What will happen to our existin workforce? How do we
41.3.44.

deal with the casualties (low-skilled w rkers)? The many con-

cerns being voiced today are puetin ressure on our education

system to gear-up for the Challenge, and on the government to

'come up with answers. These pressures are calling for industry,

education, and government to work together to identify the prob-

/ems, pinpoint the needs, 'design solutions, implement programS,

d evaluate results. It is axiomatic to point out that where

the highest degree of cooperation 'exists., there will be seen the

most effeCtive results.

One response to this demand for cooperative effort is a

brokering service; a concept where a "broker" functions as a link

between the need for education/training and the existing resour-

ce(s) capable of meeting that need.
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PHILOSOPHY

A variety of needs' appear to, be met by a functioning bro-

keerge service for training. It is most helpful to examine those

needs from two perspectives.

Business and Industry Needs

A given business or industrial entity exists for the purpose

of manufacturing and/or.selling some product or service. There

are many costs associated with. the that task, among them: capi-

tal, raw materials, facilities, machinery, and a Oor-k force.

Each of these cost factors reprpsent an initial °investment and

"maintainance costs." For examplela forging machine might be

purchased for $1,000,000. In addition to the initial investment,

other "maintainance" costs include the interest on borrowed capi7

tal, the deprpciation.on the machine's present value, and the

cost of maintaining the machine in working order.

Likewise, the workforce.hasinitial and maintainance costs

associated with it. In addition to the cost of wages, the em-

ployer must be concerned wig the cost of keeping a worker

trained with skills and knowledge adequate for maximum produ6-.

tivity. In this world of constantly changing technologies that,

particilar cost factor_is-becoming more and more important.

Anecdotally, a large company in Vermont described their

human resources costs in this way: "the cost of maintaining our

capital is about 15% per year; :the cost of maintaining our

facility is about 20% per year; our machinery, about 25% per

year; yet the amount we have historically spent to keep our

workforce current and productive has been less than _ _
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and that's going to have to change." While 1% may'not seem

much, it represents tens of billions dollars to be spent on

industrial training each year in the United Stated. For a given

company, that's a cost of doing business which is reflected in

* theselling price.

Most companies, particularly those of small and medium size,

have difficulty maintaining the training structure to provide

those services in-house. At best, their, would ,prefer to purchase

that service in order to have better training at less cost.

Whether a company needs trning for its current workforce,

better preparation of its entry-level applicants, published

training materials, or employees with some very specific prepara-

tion instant access to the required information is important.

Businesses and industries should not 'have' to become educational

experts simply to identify or use 4 needed service. A brokerage

service can help solve this problem.

By providing the matching of needs to resources and the
. .

clearinghouse function, the brokerage increases the effectiveness

and lowers the cost of securing such resources. Industry has

several requirements:

accurate analysis of ne ed

* rapid response
an absenc of unfamiliar jargon

1 a minimum of external requirements
a lower cost.

Educational Institutions' Needs

With some - exceptions, educational institutcons, whether

secondary or post-secondary, are notoriously ill - prepared to

market their training resources to business and industry. For
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many years tiU.A.,has been a non - existent or minor mission.

PrkmarY concern has been the preparation of future generations of

productive citizens. With the cresting of the post.War baby

wave, educational institutions have found themselves with under-

utilized capacity. Some institutions have remained very effec-

tive in their preparation of'a more technical workforce, but

they, too, find a change toward a new mission of worker re-
.

educating to be onerous and frustrating.

Colleges and vocational schools face othe difficulties.

With each passing year, the obsolescence of scientific and tech-

nical laboratory equipment become increasingly apparent. Funding

trends indicate no relief for this concern. Related, but perhaps

more severe, is- the inability of institutions to attract and

retain instructional staff whg are up-to-date in the more techni-

cal areas.

One of the endeavors which may mitiga Such problems is a

broadening of these institutions' markets. By working more

closely with business and industry and providing valued training

services, educational institutions may well be abie to borrow or

have access to new equipment. Indeed, institutions may be able

to purchase new equipment because of training income and improvp

the quality of traditional programs because of its availability.

Additionally, innovative cross-placement of teachers and indus-

trial personnel may be possible--thereby improving the technical

quality of teachers.

q'he difficulty for many institutions is how to begin an.

_additiona,l__new--eti-esi-on.----Start-up costs can be exhorbitant-and

venture capital expensive, if available at all. While their
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current 'sources of revenue are, directly or indirectly, control-
/

led by public policy, other Otential sources of revenue remain

unexploited. Among these is "training services for business,

industry, and public agencies. Institutions have not tradition-

ally considered themselves as purveyors of an educational pro-

duct. However

)

61; recent years many haVe seen the need to become

t
just that. At e same time, many institutions lack knowledge of

the market, access to it, and the ability to present their wares

in a marketable fashion. Others may have difficulty viewing

themselves in such new ways.

The brokerage model provides spmething of "half-way house"

for institutions making this move.. Institutions will have access

to market analysis and the information to market their particular

capabilities when appropriate. Further, it creates an environ-

ment where institutions are positively reinforced for creativity

and responsiveness. This can be done by a. third party (broker)
/

who can help the institution interpret industry's needs and

package respo/ nsesall without putting a long-valued reputation

on the line/

Educational institutions would require several characteris-

4tics in a brokering service:

, * equal access to the market irrespec hive ,

of affiliation

opportunities to develop 'Capabilities
to create and provide services

payment for services such that a new
activity does not drain already meager resources.
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Drokorau service Philosophy

In order to meet these needs, the brokorage,seryice is

propos6d with a multi-faceted philosophy:

The brokerage has a service orientation. Its value is to
make something easier, more WENTETVW7-more efficient,
or less costly. It must represent all clients equitab-.

ly, irrespective of affiliation.

*

The brokerage seeks institutional development through
environmental change. The created environment must,
positively reinforce business and industry's utilization
of educational institutions, and, in turn, educational
institutions responsiveneis to business and industry.
An improved training environment can elicit change which
will be much more permanent and effective.

The brokerage must aggressively market the needs of
industry to educational institutTO71733nd the capabili-

ties of educational institutions to industry.

ELEMENTS OF THE MODEL

There are many roles a brokerage service could effectively

play. Several are considered herein. Not all 'could be started

immediately; our intent is the demonsttation of on-going needs

assessment and the brokering of custom training services. 'These

would provide a foundation upon which other roles could be built.

Needs Assessment

The brokerage must act as eyes and ears for both industry

and education. More important, it must be able to analyze and,

subsequently, communicate what it sees and hears. Needs Assess-

ment may take several forms, some formal and some informal.

However, the assessment requisite in the brokering process has

--sever a-I-ohs-tarter rs t-ics. --------- - - - - --

First, the assessment must be continuous. A yearly collec-

tion of data will elicit little more information than none at
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'
all. While it is continuous, it must also be in a variety of

forme. me information can be best gathered from structured a

I
assessment instruments by which large. numbers of organizations

......1

respond. Equally valuable is the on-going, informal communica-
.Y

tion among the brokerage and, its many industrial clients. This

will require good interviewing and listening skills on the part.

of the broker. If the communication is only 'occasional, the

accuracy of perception will be inadequate.

Second, while the gathering of information may be informa).,

the.manner in which it is maintained and utilized must be quite

formal. Many of Vermont's industries are quite small. The

ikelihood of a small company having training need large enough

to support a full programmatic response is relatively small..

Therefore, an important role for the broker is the packaging of

similar- training needs from a number of companies. In order to

keep the brokerage from requiring considerable staff, the data

must be kept' in a manner which balances automation andindivid-

uality.

Third/ both the gathering and utilization offdata must be

done fully cognizant of its proprietary potential. In order to

be successful, the broker must ensure the confidentiality of all

company-specific information. While many of the specific training

requirements will not' necessitate proprietary information, A.f the

--bxokerage-is to expand-i-n-to---t-role -where it inflUences_the_ kinds__

of "traditional" educational programs offered, an ability to make

prbjeCtibbS-based-on_confidenta-li often proprietary;- -chats -is

esiential.
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rinelly, the brokerage should strive for gathering of needs

data by a "c411-in" electronic mail service. This would allow

the collection and distribution of,informatiOn in 4 timely,

orderly, and confidential-Wanner. It would 4140 sett in

keeping the personnel overhead of the brokerage to a minimum.

Brokering of Custom'Traininq Services

The project has begun pilott testing of a brokering model for

custom training services. Such a service has three primary

functionaries. It may be of value to view the brokering model

from.the perspective of each,of the primary participants--the

BROKER, the USER, and the PROVIDER.

0

The BROKER

The BROKER may be a public or private organization,
government agency or consortium capable and willing to
act as a neutral facilaitator of training needs and their
resolution. The BROKER may be directed by or act with
the advice of an advisory council. The BROKER will
utilize as many resources as possible in the process of
assessing needs; defining education/training program
specificationa; seeking appropriate expertise, facili-
ties, equipment, and materials for program implementa-
tion; administering and promoting programs, and eval-
uating program results. Such resources may include, but
are-not limited .to, Chambers-of Commerce, Industrial-
Development Commissions, Economic Development Agencies,
and other-organizations active in community/bud/iness
affairs. The BROKER will promote the broadest possible
participition of USERS and PROVIDERS.

The services of the BROKER will be available to the
USER for assistance in identifying need areas; defining
specific skill needs; writing RFP's; evaluating pro-
posals; and arranging for pibsentations,-contract nego-
tiations, program administration, financial administra-
.tion, and program evaluation. The services of the
BROKER will be available to the PROVIDER for assistance
in ev4liaating___REP's;__ identifying_ expertise, facilities,
equipment, and materials; writing proposals; pricing
proposals; program administration; financial administra-

, tion; and program evaluation. 'Additionally, the BROKER
will regularly poll known potential PROVIDERS for an
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indication of the those content areas for which they
mould like to receive RFP'e.

The BROKER will functi.on 4d monitor of the proceaS
in ei manner which feaolta in the highest dogroto of
satisfaction to the USER and PROVIDER. It will be the
reeponaibility of the BROKER to develop and maintain
the contacts and capabilities to beat serve the proceed.
In the event the training resource needed cannot be
located within the State, the BROKER will endeavor to
secure-the necessary retiource(s) elsewhere at a price
and in a form satisfactory to the USER. In such cases.
the BROKER will attempt to make the presentation of the
resultant program 41/411abi to in-state PROVIDERS inters
eated in acquiring the expertise.

The USER

A USER may be a bustneaa, company, government
agepcy, public or private organization, union, or
gro%p of individuals. In short, a USER is any entity in
need of education/training and Capable of generating an
enrollment sufficient to make a training program econo-
mically feasible. Under certain circumstances, an.oduca-
tional institution may become a USER so, for instance,
fts faculty can receive advanced training in some tech-
nology. Usually, a person or group of pekrsona repre-
senting the interests of the USER will be empowered to
function as the agent of the USER, and'will hereinafter
be referred to as the USER. .

It will be the responsibility of the USER to clear-
ly define the education/training need in specific terms.-
With the assistance of the BROKER, the USER will develop
a Request for Proposal (RFP), in an appropriate RFP
format. The USER will submit the RFP to the BROKER and
will receive from the BROKER all proposals Submitted in

response to the RFP. The USER may schedule any Consul-
tations, investigations, or evlauations it deems neces-
sary to arrive at a decision in selecting a proposal.
If the USER desires to imp lment a combination of-fea-
tures from two or more proposals, the BROKER may be
requested to negotiate such a program. The decision
selecting a proposed program for implementation lies
solely with the USER.

Upon selection of a proposed program-tor implemen-
tation, the USER will notify the BROKER and enter into
contract negotiations with the BROKER and the PROVIDER.
The USER pay also_ participate in the implementation of
the resulting program by providing facilities, mate-
rials, services, or expertise where. appropriate. The
USER will also monitor the progress of the program and
evaluate the results. achieved. In summary, the USER
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function in concert with the !MUER and the
PROVIDER throughout the proceao to help endure the gi4.
tiafaction of it edoeatiOe/tfeitling Heed.

Th! ptioypti

A PROVIDER may he any school, college, univeraity,
government ogoncy, public or private organt4ation, con.
ouLtant, or consortium cspable of providing 40 educe-
tlon/training.reeource. Industry haft indicated an
:intermit-in being considered a PROVIDER,under those
ircumatancoe when the resource is unavailable from the

'educational sector; for instance, the faculty of a
college may seek advanced technical training best pro-
vided by induetry.in the event that several PROVIDERS
combine to present a single proposal, they will usually
appoint a person or group of persona to act as agent to
the conaortiumi the agent will be referred to as
PROVIDER.

The PROVIDER will receive all RFP'a for those con-
tent areas for which it has indicated available resour-
ces. The decision to respond to a specific ,RFP rests
solely with the PROVIDER; intent to respond should be
communicated to the-BROKER within five days of receipt
of the RFP. The PROVIDER is free to respond creatively
and imaginatively to meet the needs of the desired
training need. however the PROVIDER should address the
RFP specifications as th9y are presented but may append
variations, improvements, or suggestions. The proposal
will usually be required within two weeks of the receipt
of the RFP. The PROVIDER will be prepared to answer
questions, make presentations, enter into discussions',
or in any other manner explain or descirbe its proposal
at the request of the USER'or the. BROKER.

THE I3ROKERING PROCESS

Depending on the nature of the training need, the brokering

involved may be anywhere from a relatively quick polling of

training resources to a full, detailed RFP process. While, there
4k,

will be a tendency toward the former, every effort should be made

to avoid the exclusion of any interested PROVIDER. A "slow-

motion" look at the brokering process reveals nine steps:
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1. Identifying the teed

The principal. responsibility forj,dentifyipg the need'is
the USER. Most often the need first becomes apparent
Within the, operations of the USER. Frequently, the
BROKER can be helpful in reviewing ',the problem area:and
in pinpointing specific training needsWhen the'occa-
sicin Arises, as may frequently be the case,,that the
USER feels the need for; training, but cannot justiLy.a
programmatic response, the'BROKER may be able tp ..assem-
ble this: need with other:USERS% needs of a similar

.na te--pieating a need large enoughLto Warrant program-
matic response.4.2rom,its-unique position,, thei3ROKER:may
sense a needand, generate an orChestrated response. In
certain instances, PROVIDERS may be involved
in this and the n'ext'step..

2. Designing, the Request for Proposal (RFP).
a

Together, the USER and >the BROKER generate the specifi-,
cations which become t4he basis for a Request'for Propp_.
sal (RZP). (When becessax assistance can be obtained
from one or_mcire PROVIDERS, in arriving at appropriate
spec.ifications0 In its _final form, the RFP is approVed
by the USER...4r

e.

3.- Producing and Distributing the'RFP

Once approved, the RFP is produced in quantity and
N. distributed by the BROKER to all.-intereted PROVIDERS.
Proposals are requeste4.withi two week period.

4. Designing the PropoSal

"The proposal is no loeter;then the IF13." However,
(104-in the parameters of the,
,d

RFP, e PROVId'ERS can
"design a multitude of app kere,ij 06tie the
ingenuity and expertise or,tbe%various PROVIDERS comes
into play. For t die .neeihng assi,,stanc, t4e .BROKER can
function as a c ltant4n tie Preparation of
proposals:

5. Producing,s-and Submitting,- s' Vr,bposal

Within two.wee,ks 4of the receipt of an RFP; the PROVIDER
,detailed proposal fir the deli,submits-to the' BROKER

very of the desired
proposal is .the prod
PROVIDER.-

6. ,Reviewing the Pro

iniqv In its ;final form, the
aficrresponsib.lity of'the

deadline and deriv,
roposals submitted by the

.

the USER. At thia-point,



-the USER takes the res Ponsibility Of reviewing 'he-pro
posals; consulting with the BROKER; seeking advice from
other USERS; or 'asking tor formal presentations by one
or more of the PROVIDERS, The BROKER will act as a
catalyst An this pNOcess.

,

.7. Selecting a Ero_posal

After appropriate considbeationv the USER is expected
to select one of the prOpogals for implementation. This
will constitute intent to'enter,Anto a contract with the
tpROVIDER for, the delivery: -of training.

8. Contracting for Traiffnv
,

SinQe the prOposal represents an offer and the selection
represents accep tInce1 negotiation of a contract should

.generally be brief. However=, there may be those Occa-
sions.when a USER desires to 'put together the elements

,ot several proposals and may wish to negotiate a new
package. The BROKER may .be asked to function as a
program administrator and fiscal agent. In general,
contract negotiations should not be time consuming. The
implementation of the Program will then follow in accor-
dance with the contract.

.

,

9. Evaluation of Performance

, It is imPor'tant for the success of this process that all
aspects be evaluated by the participants and appropriate
adjustments be made to 'make the process flow smoothly

participantthetoward the desired outcomes. Each

partI

USER, 13 ROKER, and PROVIDER-- will comp lete an evalua=\.

processing the
tion. -'?-$11e BROKER will ,be responsible for Collecting and

,evaluati9,ns. Appropriate feedback will
be sent to each Participant. Results will also be
summdrized for the appropriate adVisorY council.

.

iAmong the chief strengths of such a process s the,cus-7

tomized nature of the resultant education/training

N rough catalogs seekinggSER,, need hot thumb through just

the course is adapted or designe4

e exact elequiremenis of the USER.

programs.

the. right.

'The

by the PROVIDER so

On theiother

portunity is, available ,folr4the PROVIDER to 'present

alternatives improvements, and'

cost effective training.

aginative approa q-!es to achieve
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In addition, the-USER need not consume a great deal of time

and effort seeking out a resource capable of delivetying the

!prograM needed. The BROKER maintains continuous contact with

many resources capable of service in .a variety of content areas.

The two week response period is both desirable and realistic. By

the same token, the PROVIDER need not consume time, effortnd
ti

resources in finding a USER for its' services. Such a service is

provided by the BROKER in an effective, timely manner.

One of the by-products of such a service',will be the poten-;

tiAl upgrading of resources available in Vermont.' Occasionally;

no acceptable proposal arrives from Vermont PROVIDERS. In this

instance, the BROKER will rely on reciprocal agreementsNieith,

similar services in neighboring states'or secure the resources

from out-of-state. Every effort will be made to provide an

opportunity for the participation in these -types of training

activities by in-state PROVIDERS iatere§ted in developing their

capabilities. v4i

The Brokering Serv'ice" can provide rapid, appropriate. res-

pOnse to training/edlIcation needs in business, industry, and

Public agencies. Concomitantly, the many valuable training and

education resources of the State will have equal opportunity to

be responsive.

Brokering f Training Materials.

There is an abundance of vocational and technical training',

material developed, and produce each year. F4 both the educa-

tional institution tfying to keep programs current-and.the

g

indus-

.
try with a trainin need, thereqa-a tendency to reinvent pro-

,



grams or modules as the need, arises. An important role ior the

brokerage service would be AS a clearinghouse for information on

specific or general training materials available.

The'brokerage should rrike this information generally avail-

able by means of an electronic mai, service or, at tkie'verY
as

least, by ,subscribing to such,a service `on behalf of industrial

and educational clients. This 'represents a need whith,,thodgh

frequently articulated, has not been adequately reseatched.

Brokering of Placeme tServices

Colleges and universities frequently offer a placement ser-

vice to their graduates. Such services can AL valuable, particu-
,

larly to the newly graduated.student. wever, many of 1.ndus-

try's needs for specialized employees require skills usually not
A

. .attained without several years of industrial experience: Also,

many small industries are not fully aware of, where to go for

assistance in finding college graduates in particular discip-

lines. These represent instances when a brokerage service might

assist both the coklege pladement service and the industry by

bringing the two together or providing a clearinghouse for infor-

mation.

Again, an electronic mail service may allow placement,re-
.

sources and industrial needs .to be merged in one place at one

time.

Faculty Lena-Lease

We hear a lot these days about vocational and technical*

educators with no recent industrial experience. We also hear a

lot about industry being,wiling to lend out engineers and tech-'
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nicians as educational resources. Unfortunately, the spirit may

be willing but there seems to be no mechanism for getting the two

togeth

Ag in, the brokering service model may be of considerable

val9e. If the brokerage is alteady working closely with both

industry and the educational institutions, much of the mechanism

would be already in place.

An adaptation of this service might be designed for labors-
,

tory,equipment. Frequently, industry has equipment which has

been fully depreciated and is looking for someone .to make use of

it.r Again, no way for the need to meet the resource except by

blind' luck.

ROLE OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

As a brokering service model moves into.a demonstration

mode, the Technical Advisory Council's role becomes increasingly

important. The current composition of the Council is ideal to

oversee a process which must converse ef,fectively with both

industry and education. Continual review of procedure and invol-

.V.eMent in evaluating results will keep the service from straying

too far afield from timely needS.

However, the Technical Advisory Council should not exert

significant effort in an overseer capacfty. Its greatest con-

tinued value is the creative and resourceful generation of new

ideas. It is in this capacity the mixture of industrial, educa-

tional., and other perspectivestsows the most fertile seeds. This

mode Of operation is 'to be nurtured and developed.
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USE ot TECHNOLOGY

In Vermont, we halie barely scratched the surface of using

high technology.for the delivery of services, educational or

otherwise. We tend to think of a "forced self-reliance" and a

reverence'for'iraditional ways. Yet, the geographic and demo-

graphic characteristics of Vermont dictate against successful,

kelivery of our resident services in any traditional mode. It is

significant that Vermont lies within a short distance of the

technical education centers of the Northeast. Technology-based

mediums offer a way to expand our available resources and over

come some of the barriers which beset us.

Yet, technology-based educational delivery systems have
-

their own special needs and requirements. A critical mass of

participants may be defined in much broader geographic terms, but

it is nonetheless important to the economic viability of any

training offering. The brokerage service provides a means to

locate and organize participants for virtually any kind of

training delivery. However, it particularly lends itself to

organizing and staging technology-based events.

The delivery mediums which could.,be developed and sponsored

the brokerage include:

Sub-carrier Radio Transmissions

We have begun to explore the potential for one- and,
possibly, two-way FM transmissions utilizing the sub- ,

carrier waves of commercial.or'public radio stations.
For instance, Vermont Public Radio has two transmitters
in Vermont by which its signal reaches nearly 90% of the
state's population.



Interactive Television

Several of Vermont medical care facilities have created
an interactime (two-way) television system. The In-
teract Network is headquartered at Dartmouth College in

Hanover, New Hampshire. The system allows picture and
voice transmission from the studio(s) to remote sites
and voice transmission back. The potential for use of
this system for training in areas besides health care
has not been adequately explored or exploited.

Video Cassettes

The common availability, of videocassette recorders and
playets gives''this medium an instant acceptance' factor
that ay outw gh some of its didactic shortcomings.
The brokerag could contribute in two w ys: .obtaining
tapes produCed elsewhere for meeting sp cific needs in
Vermont and assist in the production of aped versions
of some of its brokered training activities.

Micro-computer Assisted Instruction

While this is a medium which is currently more restric-
ted by its software than its hardWare, one should not
expect such a limitation tocontinue. As the microcom-
puter market settles on several common Operating systems
and microcomputers become a standard classroom tool,in
this nation's research universities, the "courseware" to
assist with instruction will be increasingly available
and sophisticated. This raises interesting Prospects
for further diluting the requirement for "ctitical
mass."

Computer-directed Laser Disk

This medium combines the interactive virtues of com-
puter assisted instruction with the learning intensity
of television. Video presentations of an incredible
number of alternatives can be instantly accessed in thiS
medium. As with computer assisted instruction, the
hardware capabilities currently exceed courseware.

Electronic Networking

We are seeing a revolution in the way in which informa-
tion is transmitted. Business and industry are not only--
acquainted with the advantages o data networking; they
demand its instant access from--6#ner information sources
as well. As the brokerage develops a base of informs-
tion services, it will be necessary for that information
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to be available through such electronic means.

Satellite Transmissionti

What satellite television transmission has done for
conferencing, it beckons to do for Andustrial training.
It is in this medium that trainimi of a proprietery
nature can be done among broadly distributed company
locations. The medium also provides for the delivety: of
more-generic training. At this A/time, cost is prohiba--
tive for a small state like Vermont, but current' pro
jections suggest that will not.://continue'for long.

MEETING VERMONT'S TRAINING NEEDS

A brokerage service such as the/ one described earlier could

have a significant impact. on Vermoht's training. and education

capabilities. The service could /help. improve services for both.

current and future labor forces

General Educational Rleparation

The preparation of our Citizenry by primary, secondary, and

post-secondary educational anstitutions'has received, a great deal

of attention in, recent months. While it would be pretentious to

think a brokering service/could contribute- the-broad

educational system, we do believe some contributions

o

made.

needs of

could b

As our industraalsector moves from a skill-based o a

knowledge- or concept-based workforce, the conceptual' abilities

of our high school and college graduates must also move. This is
o

made more critical,by the hypothesis that the average American

worker will change jobs more than ten times in his/her life.

These fa'ctors wild require,an educational system which Promotes

.flexability, adaptability, creativity, and conceptual thinking.
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36 technical knowledge becomes a more common thread

in our labor fabtic, Math and science "literacy" become increas-

ingly critical.

By promoting .a conat4nt and comfortable forum for discussion

and problem solving among the industrial, businesa, and educa-

tional sectors, the consortium and its brokering service can

improve the understanding and appreciation of each sector's

needs, capabilities, and responsibilities. Curricular decisions:

will.be made with more awarenessof "real world" requirements,

and industry may take some ownership of the education system's

results.

This sort of impact will cross all educational levels; Only

the specificity of needs will increase with educational level.

It is a contribution the sconsort um has already begun making at

the post-secondary level.

derably.

Its impact could be broadened consi-

UPgradina the Current Workforce

Because of the rapid increase in the technological component

of Most itndustr ial jobs Verment, and other states, is faced with

an existing Workforce which lacks much of the knowledge required

for improved productivity. specifically, significant portions of.

Our workforce are without adequate math science, and computer

knowledge and skills. The consortiurhas given considerable

attention to this area.

Specifically, the brokerage service could assist in getting

the instructional resources together with people already em-
cr

ployed. Additionally, b working with the secondary vocational
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system, the higher education community, the/Vermont Student As-

sistance Corporation, andhose state agen ies concerned with

skills for the unemployed] the brokerage °Lad help to ensure

equftabIe distribution and availability f programs to provide

these "new basic skills" to persons displaced by economic condi-

tions or technological change.

olooW
ProOdin4 Entry level Training

Preparing individuals for produ tive entry into the job

maFket is an explicit charge to the econdary vocational system

in. Vermont. The same charge thoueh more implicit in its state-
/

exists for the rest of se ondary and higher education.

However, our institutions' unde standing of what constitutes

ment,

/

"entry - level ". s

/
is, in most ca, less than adequate. Before

ncurricula can be upgraded a d updated, it is essential that those

making educational policy/at the state and local level have

access to and an appreciation for accurate and informative des-

criptions of the current and projected skills and knowledge

needed for entry into mangy employment areas. .

Again, the brokerage could serve as a clearinghouse for

_gathering and distributing this kind of information. It could

assist with the continuing effort to develop a comprehensive

approach to vocational, technical, and professional education.

Continued Preparation of Professionals

An educational need which is becoming more and more apparent

in Vermont is the continuing education of our technical profes-

Sionals and the technical orientation and training of otherwise
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non-technical professionals. Whether a group of physicians needs

training in the use of microcomputers for patient research or a

local or state society of mechanical engineers' seeks training

. about microprocessor controlled devices, the full educational

resource of the state is seldom tapped. This represents a peed

of.increasing proportion; the rate at which new knowledge must be

assimilated by the professional is increasing dramatically. It

is another area which lends itself to the brokering function.

PUBLIC RELATIONS

The expertise required of a successful' brokerage is cumula-

tive in nature. That is, the more brokering work such a service

successfully provides, the more expert it becomes in how to

provide the services, and, consequently, the more brokering work

it is asked to do.

It would be foolhardy to rely on word -of -mouth to either

establish such a service or increase its performance level. Even

a stiate as small as Vermont, where informal communication can be

very effective, ,would not respond to the existence of this ser-

vice without active promotion. It will be necessary to present

the service in a professional manner: printed brochures and fact

books, descriptive materials for the variety of services which

are provided, and frequent visits with the state's industries and

educational organizations. Both sides of the brokering equation

must be courted and convinced to allow someone-else to do their

legwork.

This is an area for which the. Technical Advisory Council can

act as a testing ground for promotional approaches. The mix oil'
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the Council approximates the typ4u of constituencies to which the

service must be sold.

Successful presentation of this service may have th4 resi-

dual effect of informing the educated Vermonter that there are

excellent employment and training opportunities in the state.

This may help curb the export of our highly educated and trained

youth--a problem this state has faced in the past.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Availablity of an adequatlely trained Workfotce and the

quality and availability of educational/training resources are

important factors in:a high technology4company's decisions for

plant location or ex ansion. Accordingly, a quality training

brokerage service sh uld have a positive impact on industrial

development efforts n Vermont.

New Industrial Location

When an industry is contemplating, the location of a new

plant, one of many determinants is the.availablility of a trained

.and/or eatily'trainable workforce. Vermont has made signifiCant

gainsin developing and, conducting .training of potential workers

specific industries. Much of this work has been done by the

state's Agency of Development and Community Affairs. The same

sort of need has been expressedat the local and regional level.

In either case, ease of access" to educational and training re-

sources is critically important to the marketing of Vermont to

industiialistS.
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Pl4nt n249112111

An important as the development of industries new to the 1

4t4te ia an environment which promotes the expansion of indua-
,

tried already operating in Vermont. It is generally agreed that

industrial "migration" is not the priaiary aource of increased

vela of employment; rather, the expansion of amall and exiating

businesses accounts for the moat aignificant growth. For ex-

ample, in Vermont' in 1981, three times as many new jobs were

generated by company expansions an by companies new to the state.

The availability of training and it effect on-worker pro-

ductivity can be a significant factor in the success of companies

operating in Vermont. The success may result in emp)oyment

increases at a rate much higher than new industrial development.

It is to this type of "less formal" economic developm6nt that a

brokerage'Service may be of great value.

-rah
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Chapror7

'PROJECT OUTCOMES

Aside from those tasks and activities for which the ptojact

Wild contracted, there haVe been many important outcomes resulting

from our activities. While Dome of these aria loaa t1n9ib1 in

nature, they probably represent the really significant impact. of

the consortium and its activities.

CONSTRUCTIVE COMMUNICATION

An we discussed in Chapter 4, the TechnicslAdvisory Coucnil

represents a first-of-its-kind, statewide forum for the discus-

sion of technical training issues among industry, education, and
0

government. In addition to its membership, the forum has been -I

extended to anyone wishing to participate. Over the twelve
,

months of the project,'the "gallery" atCooricil meetings has .

included representatives from local development groups, chi(mbers

of commerce, private training contracArS, educators., stat'eagen-.

cies, the state:qegislature,,and'the media. We have welcomed

their participation beyond just passive attendence.

The impOrtance of this forum has been.attested to by its ,

membership and others familiar with its work. It may:seeM:Overly

dramatic to'keeP reenforcing the..importancejusi.plain conver-

sation among educators, government officials, andnduSt.r.ial
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4 For exaiOples-AP,

* 4,Vermont e,c;A.,1 cabine. for Empr oYme;t'it and Training:.

was'.createdJ v e order in 1.9-81.- During the
-Y-O*4-S:.niit Project's staff has,; reported to the

!.dabin*n",:*thee'ouncil's meetings' ancl_ the project'S
actiV.iiies.,e- Indeed, tkao of the Cabinets five memlaer
"aggriCieg. are ,representerd. On our Technical 'Advisory.

ACounci \ecently,- the 'Cabinet publi§hed. the ent'
Training Five-ysar P n. In the one-year, opera- -'

tional section of, the p ^ in, the Cabinet proposes to
"hold ',joint meetings. th other involved ,:in .the

ritgeprei. employment and training....such.'groups
Tnclude::;the Verrivbnt Stat,e Colleges' High Tech. :0ounc1
This actirity is it ,response to an objective p6,:.!1,,trilprOv
the coordin.ation among existing EMployment 464 Trainir4
programs,,tacrosS. the state."-'

N

.$3111e. beyond its own boundries.

aicSa. the form of recognition
4

ce.AHOYeYer,,tH4r someis impact implied in

At other 1.tilne's, pat ticipation of the project

of the

, .

s'PliOht assist' in other re 1ted activities.

versity of Vermont, and several- professional teaching
In gpril, EducationEduation _commission of the States; ti

assocationp co-sponsored a conferensq-: on "Ma.themetiqs
and science 'Educatian in -Vermont's Public 'Schools.", i'lany
recommendations. resulted in areas which are direct1y,
related. to the wo'rk of he consortium, includibt: -"Capa-
city building, standards, teacher preParation,;.-st4 xitia-
lity of laboratOry equipment. And under. ',the head lng of
"I eadership,f the , conference recommended means
of prornoting .better liaison effox,ta betWeen;'Hiasiness and



,0;;

edu ation, ft is emphatically suggested that h'4ii High
Te nology Cou-ncil be Continued ancil that, statili;00tern-

; ment officials cor4inue,the initial eeforts t/DOSOus' ,

time and resources qn this critical -ar a of, "edUcation.
ti

Norviich Unty'ersity, the Central Vermon -.'Eonqmic Devel
opment,,;Corporation, and the Sma illSus ess
tion invited the High Technology CorisortiipIV to co-spon-
sor_a High Technology Conference, which,',/w"af f, held August,
11.1,A.983 at, the 'campus of Norwich Univerki0y in North'-;,-,
field, Vermont. Project staff participated' in the plan-
ning_and_stag ing_of : __this first annual, Conference ,,Wh:i.bh
attracted nearly 80 Rarticipants. tte,ar4,all of the Fy

Technical Advisory COUncil attended thei,.);;-Cdrference aa.it
"concurrently held 'its. August meetingl ,,

TRAINING PROGRAMS

_ere' have been ievei61.:'trainiii.g prograMs undettake

have nvo,lved members or the Technical Advisory.Council.
. q

would be,inariprop'0tei 0:10A4g-erst'a direct,,rOlecinscrmel,of 'them,
.,.1r

'but frequently. the ioniTh:bf-the..:Techni'cal, Advisory Council for
, .

dlacussions Of technical ",trainin;g:','problerad resiPlted in .reSoitices

.getting together with-the4need--the brOkering process in its: mOst
(--

4;. j,. -, .: ''' '''
basic form.' c example, the chief executive officer'of a smal =l,

.
eng ineeking', service's firm expressed = a significant ,need ',for train-

iti Computer-Aided Design (CAD). The open *discuss on. of this
0,

. ..

need,,S-representatrfe of others in high t§ChnolOgy, esulted in'
.

a response `by a coll and a state. agency- .
_

In other, instances, the project's work has ei,ulted .in-t the[
-=initiar deMonstration -et the brokerin-g model. As this project

,..

endd- requests for proposals were being prepared for two, indus----

trial -clients. Each understood the demonstration nature of our

response and the associated 'constraints; however', each saw the,

value of the mo 1-.in[ terms of meeting their traipi
contributing, to the outcomes of the project.

g needs and



t

AgOTIGy OF THE BROKERING SERVICE MODEL

4f
As We have deOcribed in Chapter 6, the projectideveloped a

44

model of a/brokering service which couldobe demonstrated and
?

implemented in Vermont :There has been overwhelming.supportfor

this service from both the TechnidaiAdVisory CounCil and from

educational providers of the state. The Council's insistance

continuing end working toward the goal Of 'implemvat4ing this

te.stimony.f the importance of the project and its work., model

I:t



CliSpter?8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

441..

Among those people and organizations who have come in con-

,iact-with this project, there seems to be nearly unanimous agree-
LL.(rf .

-

meat on dts value, its importance, and its,potential The very

existenae,Ot:the Ilechbioe]:Adl:risory,Council has 51ad5an important

..t4e-training delivery system'in Vermont. Moreover, its

'VOA .i10/the associatad staff work has 61evated that impact to
. T

he'l.dV'eol of gnificant contribution, Yet we have only managed,

s4ratch the surfcein the resolution of Vermont's many tech -.

niCalIyrelatdd education and training problems. /1

<dpkicrAgioN.

We have rea conclusiOns in three major areas of this

.project. They are discussed in earlier chapters, but warrant

summarizing here. Some wert easily and joyful ly reached; others

. i.

were elusive; and others, yet, were painful.

,

Technical AdvIsory Council

ft is without hesitation that we conclude the establishment

of the Technical Advisory, Council must )3'e considered the single

most imp tantwindertaking of this project. Near the project's

ehding date our project officer sgisited and spent sev

83 86
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i
1,

with membdr. 0 COuncii.. Hi comments were most SUbcinct:1V
.

tri imprets thej
r

nsilhts,,concerns, and perspect es of Ole ,

,

members o Technical Advisory Cqpncil with whom w met. They

are obv1ou z.dedicated and hard= working group of people.'!''
-r

The Council represents a group. of 19 dndividuals, most of

whom had never met one another. Yeti, most represent powerful
0

constituents who have a lot to gain or lose by their peesence and

pa ticipa ion. Ln(the ten months of their acquantaince, we live

obseryed a rapid and steady .movement, in the direction of leaving

ututf issues" behind, seeking new and innovative approaches to

the resolution of our technicsi-irafping problems, and deyelbp-
.

ment of a vigy real, sincere camaraderie. This Council repre-

sents a' constituency, broad Ad powerful enough to have a politi-

cal impaq't,dhtuld.it be called for.,

However, an advisory council pch as this ,can not .operate in

"4:vhcmu$0. _Whoq/ithey have expressed satisfactios with 'getting

'together every couple of Unthe,,theyhave also deMonstrated an

ikoatience With the pace o the process. These. akt professionals
\

.

taing valuSble time'' away from important jobs. They are used
t

.

,.."

decisive ackion'itheir workplace; they. APfect the same from:the
.

41.

to move'public sector. They want to have a:-A impactl they want

and move quickly. ,CoUncil membersjiavOindicated t there

is no movement toward demodstrStion df.
.

fruits .off kabor
. r r

within Six months it will have been another government-funded

exercise 4n futility,

One member of the council summarized it very well: "you'v

gotten what you've paid for; yop've gotten what you deServe"
?

The pbtenti 1 for demonstratTon and eventual implementatio



massive. The Council recOgnkOs this-I:acknowledges their own

contributions and responSibility.' To this end, the Technical .

Advisory Council has elected to contioihue whether demohstration

r
funding can e found or not. - They are deparmiheVto,ducceed and

make a diff rence ih this state. As a result, they,are. scheduled

to meet in .0ctober,'1983 to plan fer.the near future.

Assessmentis

The area where we have -felt the least success is in the

,Skills Needs and Training Needs. assessments. There re a variety

of 'reasons for,i.this dissatisfaction with our resul . First of

all, we concetttated on the collection of information'using

..
written instr nte4 We felt the need to do thisfor,:_xvesons-of,

+,
time and-in t qtaectivity. However, 4.4e-foUnd we got

f these needs when the vice president of.

mall, higti' hnOlogy'dolnpany called us up and asked if,we-

TS..XnabilitY to communicate his:ineedS in written form, general-

d'.70.pene(a couple hours with him: rn'thae:EiMe, he explained v'

ly, and; in rdponse to our instrument, specifically. We then

spent the next two hours'listehin4, questioning 'and beginnihg,
"-,'.Z1"

unde0'ettiC0 the nature :of thiT cdinpany's needs. In'retio'spect,'
. ' p

less :

si.,,s qn opjectivity,' and greater reli
ale.

_on listening

and subjective analysis will result iri muc c, eater communication
. .

.o4f need and
.

a better'understanding of the various perspectives.

Because of the develcipmentel orientation of this project, we

,guaranteed- And observed strict confidentiality through anon§mitY

of as$epsment response. While-this was not a great- liabiaity in

the pursilit of the project'S objectives, it would result in,gross

? .



'ineffectiveness if continued in the'future. Confidentiality will

need to be guaranteed and demonstrated in a manner which, over

time, cegfl.rIces business and industrial clients that .they can
)

truseus with potentially proprietary information about training-

needs. This level of trust cannot bei.vgiven," only earned.

When combined with the duration of the project, the limits-
.,

-tions of the contract with respect to "numbers of. respondents"

placed severe limitations on the.effectiveness of 'assessment.

a lone factor, this Limitatio might may have caused us to seek

subjective information on an indilvidual basks. As indicated

above that might . well have been mdre4effective: At , with

gther requirements and -constraints, ft: was not pre
.

''
0g-k_..,
..

However, the relative ineffectiveness of the assessment
. .
.

. .- .

mechanism had some positkveeevlts as well. The liidkted:A.Nalue
1Y

.,

.

of our Osment. results led us to what we considerra valid-

hypothes
dt

any long term improvement in the effectiveness of

-. . A t A .' " ,4

Vermonei"train-i-ng capability will result the deviopment of pp
.i.

. -,,..... .,

4.environment which reinforces training innovation and delivery.

Designtion of pro4k..7 for,,development .and delivery will hame a
..)14 . .

,.

.;
I,' A

shortterrn benefit, i7A;:l*P It is his.,perspectie that.. '

4?

motivated the Councit,-:a-hd.,Prol'ectsta.ff t6;.develop the brokering

service model and the other "area's' :for future-kemp;hasis.,

Also, the assessment efforts did result-,in4p icInwhich

adds a descriptive element which is absent from marty.qf the lab9
0

mark` t proiections done in Vermont and'easewhere. Traditior

these statistical studies have depended on sdchresourCes.ai the

Dictionary, of Occupation01 Titles for descriptio#f of associated



/Skills and educational preparatiOn. We'found that despite the

reverence often given these resources, their skills description

value was severly limited and, frequently,. obsolete. In that

regard we have some valuable information which, though without

much statistical validity or reliablity, does-provide some in-

sight into trainthg needs.

The 'Brokering Service Model

We are cognizant that we have not just newly discovered'the

concept of 'brokering", yet we hope we have seen its potential

it holds for'creating and maintaining an environment which he'lps

develop institutional capability while delivering training ser-

vices at a new level of efficiency and effectiyeness.

We recognize the need.to lay a foundation by first brokering

definable trainingprogtams. However, we see the potential :..4
-.,

.for acting_ 4s source off Information anmatch -makingd m ch:making 16!-a wide

variety, of area,. Some of these were discussed in Chapter 6.

While the articulation of this model occured late in the;.,

project period it has had a significant effect on 'potential II; t

providers of training and on potential users. Insfact, one

outgrowth may well be ,a.similar service offered on a local level

by local and regional technical training consortiums. We en-
,

/-

en-

courage this development. It not only represents cooperationand

coordination of training resources at a key level, it also al-
.

.leviates the need for any, forthcoming state -:wide brokering ser-

yice to meet all needs everywherb. At the same time, there will

'always be a certain portion of local needs which can't be satis-

fied with local resources. Injthese cases, the local broker
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would have someone with a broadek set of resources for which to

provide services. We will continue to encourage and support such

developments.

In effect, this entire project has been a. brokering aetivi-

ty. As with any brokering functton, there is an element of

developing expertise, opening lines of communication, matching

needs with resources. It is from these conceptual beginnings we

hope to develop a valuable set of tangible services.

The "Intangibles"

These are and will continue to be important aspects of this

project. The increased levels of communications within, as well

as outside, the TeAnical Advisory Council are very gxatifying.

As we have noted, ours has beep an effort to open um:systems,f a a
.4 - 0.

,make them accessible to one another, and stimulatestnnunleatiOn

among them. From this, we are ?einforced inn our' nvicton that

improved communication never has a detrimental effect. It is

this result of the 'project which we hope and plan to continue.
,

We are constantly befuddled by one observation. There seems

,no end to the demand technical training services, yet resour-
_

cet go undeveloped-an, unused. 'There is a process Problem. We

don't need more schools and colleges, but we need to. stimulate

their responsiveness, their ingenuity, and their utilzation by

others. It ,is 'this conclusion which spurs us on.
-..<

E FUTURE

This project sill continue.

:support and effectiveness will's

?maximize its pace,

The comMittment



represented in the activites described earlier will sustain our

efforts for a short time. A seed has been planted, nurtured, and

now looks for protection from the elements. It is our determina-

tion to see that, it grows.
41r

It is necessary to establish the 'brokering service model

through demonstration and, eventually, full implementation. The

firit step of this is possible now and Will be carried out.

Resources will be'put together with training needs. Whethet this

'becomes a foundation for other actitivies.oi:and end unto itself
f.

,

is less germane to this report than the assurance that a

'minimal amohnt of activity will continue.

What can be built,,on that foundation is a great and deser-
..

- f7/'
ving challenge. As a small state, Vermont is incredibly sell-

reliant. And yet, ease of acdi. snd utllization of our resour-

ces is sometimes difficult. Our efforts Will be to Approve the

ease with which resources are made available. The emerqing,

technologies which can enhance the delivery Of training resource

presently go unexamined and unexploitedi' Vq.M.v they may represent

a major contributor to the improi.rement ot,our human resource

development Ciimbilities. Access -to all of.00,vnoplyeecurceik

as well as national dWinternationalsresoutces,-could be made

possible through these.technologies. They deserve investigation.

We consider this

1

project an overwhelming success. Its po-

teriilal for continued contribution is apparent and stimulating.'

been given to date.We ..are grateful. for-tbe support it has

"You've gotten what you paid for
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APPENDIX I.

:AC VISORY COUNCIL

HIGH, TECHNOLOGY TRAINING CONSORTIUM

VERMONT STATE COLLEGES
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL.PROGRAMS

. MONTPELIER, VERMONT

I-1



.144rOatu06*N'
7`1'h`l614)16N SERVICE INC.
P. (), BOX )(4

IrrX JUNCTION, VT.

CHAIRMAN AND CEO

TEL,' 1171141155

11/C.4077

Mr. Aunt 10: ho4 oV eta I 1 roaprintiihiliTy for the .cOrvariy hOic
concent-ra104 operationally on long 'tang0 .planning 4;ind
tiow,

Triad 14 a full aorvIce onftineer ing document...at-ion firm which
has eta immodi4to and lOng tern need tor high, technology 40.114,.
Having oxpotioncod ditticuIty in obtoining thoao rik11:1ti the
company now provide4 "in-houne" trailillhgf, They 560(',.quaji.ty
'alternativoi to ."in-houfieli training.

MS, PIERRETTE BERGLUND
BOMBARDIER CoRPORATOIN
MASS TRANSIT DIVISION
P. 0. BOX 7b8
BARRE, VT 0%641

PUBLIC AND LABOR RELATI,ONS EXECUlRie-

Mri. Berglund represents the interests- of Bombardier
Corporation in tinding.employees wl10 have higher technical Ski 11

TEL. 479-1021
Ext. 102

prior to hiring.

MR. LESLIE COLLINS
4SIMMONDS PRECISION
PARTON ROAD
VERGENNES, VT. 05491_

SENIOR MANUFACTURING ENGINEER

TEL. 877-2911
Ext. 332

Mr. Col 1,ins.deals with the manufacturing aspects of group
.

ki2chnologyirid the use of -ciAD/CAMilwipment in the manufacturing
prOce.ss. He also works yith robo*le applications through work
cell/center design. His reponsibilities,ine1ude shop floor
control.v.shop methodology and machine shoW'operations.-

M:t. Co11 ins is :a member of the Addision
C`ch,te0.y i.sor:y counc ia Machine Trade Branch.

1-2
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MR. RICDARO cOLLINS
VERMoNT At)VIi CoUNVIL FOR
VOCATIONAL-TECHNIC4 EDUCATION

V. O. DDX 1USH
MONTH:LIM: VT USIA)/

EXeCtiTIVE DIRtICIPI4

Mt. CollOis aetvos as the agent 4t tho COti(Wit 44 41C,t,04:,,
by tho Elsoyutivo Committee.'.he a.cts as the pxor000lAnfOil
tochroQ41.conoultont to tho'Council and calve a

iltiplomontinq coUpeil. roapunolhtlities of consuI,t101',
orld etid1t1;,it 1011.

;

:the (01i1 has worked aevoral years to one grf6er'rOc
adult/ptti-t-roWondary programminq. currently, the Counc,i1
concerned with identifying the trainng needs ftr new and:
emerging teohnologios, and how that training can boot bey, i)itiv1.400:

MRI FRED A. COOSE
IBM.CORPOKATION
PERSONNEL MAAGER 400/965r3
ESSEX JUNCTIONS VT4 05452

PERSONNEL MANAGER FOR IBM BURLINGTON

1;

-

TEL* 709 43 ti:ifVie
g

o+,
Mr. Cbtlii0 IN responsible \for r,ec etnplorym,c\nst,;L:

education, training, management dovt-lopment;
and services, employee relations and medicalHserCeS11.11. past
assignments, he has .been-the Senior Manager lot' EdUcAitOn".. And.
TA,40ing at otht.r IBM plants. In all, of these,,Act.Vv4t41;# Mr
Truse haS foun5that effectiveeducational Support systorl'ih the

#-technolOgy f 0014 are irepoitant.

MR. LOUIS R. WORSHAK*
-INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND

INDUSTUAL.TRAINING.
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PAVILION OFFICS BUILDING
MONTPELIER, VT 05602

bi RECTOR

TEL.' 828 -3221

.

.

Mr. Dworshak directs the Vermont Training Program (VTP) as
authorized: under State statute and' fumde4 annually by the

...-.legislature, .

' t

VTP is the central program &or "pp'tkgilg"-4ndcoci digaerag
the training and education resources for. ,indListry -either
existing or -new: For the department; the "packagenis one of the.

i:t'e ,
.. *:y .j' 3
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most potent marketing tool,s for att acting industry to Vermon,.

Resources fq-r training are dr n from vocational centers and
hi.gher education while screeni g and hiring s'. coordinated
through local Vermont Job Servi es offices (whey,'b appropriates
CETA funds are obtained as wel ). At tittles, training is alst5
related to pprenticeshiPs.

High technology has been.,a focal point. for VTP fag several.
years. The .training and -educ tiOn package will be a key in
attracting new high technology irms.

k./

MR. RAYMOND A. DUBE
GENERAL ELECTRIe COMPANY
210 COLUMBIAN AVENUE
RUTLAND, VT 05701

MANAG R - MANUFACTURING',

1,

PLANT & TOOL ENGINEERING

TtL. 773,-9121
Ext. 324

1

r. Dube' is responsible for the manufacturabflitY of product
designs, and the apa-ilabil ity of equipment, processes and
utilitiestv-ensurejmeeting production schedules, qua,lity and
costs. 4Ie is also responsible for the maintenance bf buildings,'
grounds,. and equipment along with all their associated safety
programs and the ntegration of tool and fixture designs with
these facilities.

Mr. Dube a graduate of the GE Apprentice Program and
earned his Bac elor's Degree in Mechanical Engineering. He has
served:

.`/
Two yeags on the AdVisory Committee for VICA Machine
TradeS- at the:Rutland Vocational - Technical Center.

/
t

Two years as administratO1, of Szh.e/GE ,MaChinist/Toolmaker
Appreintice Program.

/
Fiv/e years in ,activ,e support of G
education to Rutland.

1-4
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HONORABLE MILTON A. EATON *'
AGENCY OF DEVELOPMEN COMMUNITY AFFAIRS.
STATE OF VERMONT
MONTPELIER, VT 05602

SECRETARY

TEL. 828 -3211

Mr. Eaton has overall responsibility for the operatiion of
two departments:

Economic bevelopMent
Housing and Community Affairs

an four diVisions;

Administration
Historic Prese,rvation
VerMoht Travel Division
Vermont Life Magazine

Mr. Eatoh brings to the Council a Wealth of egterience in
136th the education and .buSineSS worlds. 'His interest. is in
making available in Vermont the necessary education and training
that will facilitate a healthy economic, bUsiness. and social
climate in theState.

MR; PETER EMMONS
EHVLWEIDMANN INDUSTRIES, INC:
ST. JOHNSBURY, VT. 05819

PERSONNEL' MANAGER

TEL. 748LO1.06

-Mr. Emmons is responsihlefor the personnel function in a
230 employee non-union manufacturing operation. this includes
the acquisition, retention and training of employees, as well as
plant, security and safety activities:

Mr. Emmons and EHV.-Weidmnn Indystres are involvedvin the
advisory and planning, stages of secondary, post-
secondsryand college'taining education programs inthe St.
Johnsbury area as a means of. assuring adequate educational
oPportuni.ties for. their,employees.

1-5
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MR. JEROME A. ERICKSON
VERMQNT PUBLIC,RADIO.
P. O. BOX 89.5
WLNDSOR, VT 05089

ECTOR OF ENGINEERING-

J

TEL. 674-6772

'

MK. gr idkson ig director of
, I
all Ibngineering activities at

Vermont Publid Radio in Windsor. This includes the training of
personnel used to :run-the broadcast 'equipment, maintenance of
equipkdnt and planning of. new -facilities._

He taught physics at Hartford HighiSchoOl and Chester High
School and is a member of the Hartford Vocational Center Advisory
Contmittee ifi the eledtronios area. His special interest is in
.all forts of communications: ) ,- L

.
-

/:

MR. KENNETH C. FORSETH
NEW ENGLAND DIGLTAL:CORPORATION

0dBOX.546 '

WHITE RIVElt. JUNCTION,' VT 05001

DIRECTOR OF pRopumoN

4

TEL. 295-5800

New England Digital lig a small tirm'ehgaged 'In the design,
development, andmanufaCture of digital computers and digital
sound Synthesizets. Mr. Forseth is °responsible for a group of
assemblerg and their support personnel, technicians, and test

engine.ers. He also provides liaison with the Marketing
Dergartment and the. ReSearch and DevelopMentApartment, and par-
taicipates in ptoduct design and development.

- ., ,

Mr. Forseth is strongly, interested **in the cflia:lity and

.breadth of knoWledge possessed by employmen't applicants, and

serves:as a" member of the, Advisory Committee for the Hartford
Area Vocational-Technical School.

MR. MAURIC FORTIER TEL; 479 -2326

.15 GABLE PLACE .479-2327

P. O. BOX
BARRE, NT 056414'

1

0 VICE PRESIDENT, VERMONT STATE LABOR COUNCIL
BUSINESS MANAGER/FINANCIAL SECRETARY, LOCALa2326

INTENAtIQNAL. BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS

'Mr. Fortier repreSents theiemplpyeeg of the New England

Telephone Company, the eontinental. fr14phone Company of Vermont,

Inc., and the VerMOnt'TelevisiOn Corporation. This entails. the

negotiations of-all Contracts and'handling of all grievances,: He

is the unionappointed arbitradt or On a Tr i.- Part Board ,in
t.

I -.6
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arbitration cases involving New England Telephone+.

.

As a
.representative of employees presently involved with

high technology and an expectation of even greater ;involvement in
the future6,,Mr. Fortier has strong interest in ,the availability
oeeducational opportunities for employees to train, re-t.rafn,,
and,up-grade their skills.

Si

DR. GERALD P. FRA IS

\ DIVISION OF ENGIN ErRING, MATHEMATICS
'AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

UNIVERSTPL OF. VERMONT
1:23 VOTEY BUILDING
BURLINGTON, VT 05405'

DEAN, DIVISIONOF ENGINEERING,
ADMINISTRATION

TEL. 656-3390

MATHEMATICS AND BUSINESS

Dr.,' Francis is ?responsible for all the administrative,
,acUpvities-within the Division, as well' as the, academid-qUality
of the Divisional activities. -Since this includes, high
technology :In such area's as BuSineSS Administrdtion, Civil
Engineering, Computer Science, Electrical Engineerinal,,MaterAls
Science, Mathematics; MechaniCal Engineerihg, and /Statistics,
bothDr. Franci.s and the University are intvrested in finding
ways to better meet Vermont's high technology training needs.

MR. VINCENT P. GABRIELLI
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1156 KIMBALL AVENUE
SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT 0540L

PLANT OPERATIONS MANAGER

TEL. 863-1611
Ext. 471

Mr. pabrielli is responsible for the manufacture of mid-,

range, computer'syste sand high -end power .systems. He di,r6 is
the activities of 'production, manUfacturing,engineering, 7p nt
arid facilities engineering, and manufacturing service. The high
technology content of these operations- leads to a deep interest*'

in using. his experience and kmowledge.in achieving appropriate
eckcational arid traini g experiences.to meet Vermont's high
technology-needs.
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SENATOR EDGAR MAY
STATE /MUSE
MONTPELIER, VT '05602'

SENti'OR

-Mr. May was a member of the Vermont House of Represedtativesi
from 1974 to 1982 where he sponsored-'legislation to %xpand the
State's training capacity and -help bring -tra ining,program the

Springfield area Now, as Senator, he cOntnues his interest in
meeting ,VermOnt's needs An the,- education' and training,areas.

.17

MR. CHARLES A. NYSTROM.
NYSTROM TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
47 ELM S'PREET
'BRATTLEBORO, VT ,0539$1,

PRESIDENT

.,,TEL.`..254-4688

,o'wne an President, 'Mr, Nystrom outlines 4ie
Corporation's technoloifical objectives provpideg th
organization -the ways, and the-means to achieve them profitabr
in 'competitive :market:

. .
. e. .

.

.

_ .
. ,

. Mr.. Ny.stram. is a graduate. of GE's MaqhiniApprent ce
program and holds a Mechanical Engineering ,Degree Iromthe-
4lniversityof Bridgeport, Connecticut. Thus, he, is Jceen1y all,,4ate.

of the need for skills in basic engineering .concepts,"machOing
t chbologyi, and mathematics up through trigonometry. -.lief hat

w rice& since 1976 with. the BrattleboroNocatignal Department and .

riot5s oth#,r departMents in Vermont to promote training.p,rograms '

indluding appLenticeships.
.

i .

,

-,
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DR. ROGER ,H -PERRY
CHAMPLAIN LUEGE

- P. 0. BOX 0

BURLINGTOV, VT 05402

DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS' 1-..'
1

Dr. Perry is responsible f6r thefacul ty and larl.demic
programs at Champlin *College. ,The College has 2'2 ,different
.programs including data processing,. word p,rocessing/information"
processing, accounting/data processing', Ausines' managerneKitli
marketing management and office ma,nagement.,...Currentsly, Dr, Perry
is reviewing, each rogram's curriculum ir0 light- of ,the developing
task tdemands of related jobs. He is also reviewing faculty.
evaluation and proinotidn criteria, -and is involved in clevelopirig
a long range plan . including additionalfprogramS.

.
,

Dr). Perry has recently- Roved to Vermont-4,fKom t.,,.., Lo'uf
.

s ,
..

,

.,

.TEL. 658 0800
E . .312

I- 8
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.

MiSsouri, 1,.;,bere4-4 Associate Superintendent,'he in4iatea'32.0.
joint industry- education prograns. These, initiative included
-such programs. as Cifethistry, computer programm,ingr%architecfurali
draWinge.,attu'arialscience; and .word processing. He is presently'
interested in 'insuring that Vermont's institutions of higher

..education,4reTproViding technical trainingprograms consistent
with the needs of the State's high technology employers.

, Si.,,
,,

r -

DR. GEORGE M. STROUT -
TEL. 728-3391

, .

VERMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE Ext. 85

RANDOLPH CENTER, VT 05061
,

4

AGADEMIC DEAN .
, t. ,

. Dr. Strout s- fesponsib le for the. qua 1 i ty and Structure Of
the academic program. This includes the selection and evaluation-
of faculty, the continual review of :academic -courses and the
academic accreditation of ,the school.

Theliterature today in education, economics! 'and industry,

all'- fdrsee !igh ,techno1ogy as of primeimportance,in our-future

society. VTC int #nds 'to stay abreast pf these developments.
A

4

WALTER L.* WIMMER
DIVISION OF ADULT1 tVO'CATIONAL-7-

TECHNICAL EDUCATT9IN
DEPARTMENT,OF EDUCATION ..t,

120STATE'STREET
MONTRELIER,,VT .05602' ,N p'

--,

_',

'S \CHIEF,' PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND STANDARDSI A
-

.

TEL. 20-3101,

Mr. Wimmer is responsible for providing li'aison with` the
private s4ctor,SO, that secondary. and 'adult,Vocatiobal-technical

tprograms are responsive. urriAlum improvement is a primairy
function of his.johlon4 .

with articulation with the Economic
Developme

111

t,Departmen Vermontand,the ermOnt State.Colleges' System.

Mr. Wimmer feels .a personpl and professional commitment.to
'make vocatigial-technical education more relevant and respon'sive

to private sector as 'well as student rieeds.' He believes
programs in are vocativonal. Centers need to becothe more
'technically orien ed for adOlts and secondary students.

Hid b6ckgr inc 1 tides ten years of',manufacturing and
quality,control/ia the :aer,k-space industry, primarily with Pratt

and Whitney AiOraft.1;-,ee

I 9
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MR:: DAVID H.' YODEN

P.
CON.

6. BOX' 2727
MACHINE COMPANY

WINDSOR, VT 05089

;DIRECTOR-OF ENGINEERING

Mr. Youden is responsible
f

for all prOduct engineering', all
rese4rCleand.development,' and for quality assurance at Cone
Bianbhard;.manufacturets of machine tools for*the'aUtomotiye,
aircraft and energy industries, as well as for general metal
working.

. TEL. 674-2161

As di.recor of'a highly tech ical operation,, Mr. Youden is
particularly-interested in obtal i g trained technical people.
Hellas served on the VTC Mech ical .Engineering Curriculum
Advisory Committee-and7 has actively prorhoted iiihouse technical
training fors employees.

The TOchnicalAdvisdry Council was 'chaired by:

MR. TIMOTHY DONOVAN
VERMONTSTATE COLLEGES
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL PROGRAMS
P. O. BOX 292
MONTPELIER, VT '05602

DIRECTOR-

TEL. 828 -2401 ,t

The Office of ExternAl Programs is charged with' coQrdinating
off-tampuS and. adult-ori,entpd prOgrams, for the five Vermont
State Colleges. As,Dire6tor,of the'Office of External Programs,
Mr. Donovan is pdmarily involved in matching business,-irldustry,
and adult IearnerlOeeds with the resources of the'public higher
education system.

Over the,past siX years, Mt.. Donovan has worked closely with
vermohep hiThex'educaeion resources, state agencies and busi-
ness/industrial groups. His interett is in creating an educa-
tiObal and training environment which will promote the growth of /

the types of industry which preserve Vermont's. natural resources.
6

Staff assistance was provided by:

W. NORMAN VERpOE
VERMONT STATE COLLEGES
OFFICE OF,. EXTERNAL PROGRAMS
P. O. BOX 292
MONTPELIER, VT 05602

COORDINATOR/OF TRAINING SERVICES

I

TEL. 828-2401.

Norm is responsible for the terms of the High

I-10 103



Technology Consortium contract held by the Vermont State
Colleges. He fUnctions under the direction of the Office pf
External Programs and with the guidance of the Technical Advisory
Council. -

I

A 4

A native' of Vermont, Norm comblnes the viewpoints of
industry .1-1d education thiough twenty ;years of experience with
General Electric and ten 'years witb, :Univer.sity of

,Massachusetts. His//wor at the Universit9Npf Was§achusettp was
largely building programs for business and industry including the
transfer of high technology.. He sees the ecppomicsuccess of
Vermont tied. to its. ability to implement education ,.and. training
for the emer%ing technologies of our time.

*Note: -s tile shared appointments of Mr. Dworshak.and Mt.p.Eaton
resulted from Mr. EatOWs appointment as Secretal df
the Agency of Development and Community Affairs I-



APPENDIX II

HIGH TEGRNOLOGY CONSORTIIN
VERMONT STATE COLLEGES

9 SKILLS LIST BY JOB TITLE

,1. Electronic Engineer

Can design and develop test programs and procedures . '

Can resolve technical problems related to designing, manufacturing and,
testing semiconductor and hybrid circuits

Knowledge of digital and analog circuit design (3);
Drafting skills . -

Design of interfaces betWeen computers and peripheral equipment (2)
Des'4n high Speed disk controllers (2)
Design computer. mem ry subsystem
Can engineer elect ical controls and equi0ent for complete machines
Can w ork overvos_
Can understand lotic network
Knowledo,of. failure analysis
Knowledge of magnetics

.

-74. Olechanical\ Engineer

Optical expOrtise
Fluid mechanics:e,:pertise %
Indepth knowledge of robotics
Conversant wi0i the metric system
Drafting skill_

.
.

.

Can design varlus component and subassemblv units on machines
Keeps records reptive to the most cost effective methods of manufacturing
Can design high speed servos
Can do stress and vibration analysis
Knowledge of magnetics
Supervisory skills

., .

3. Industrial Engineer
.

'Set up elect runic, test :devices for manufactured component
Can designteSt circuitry for manufactured components
ExposureIto computers and data processing
FaMiliar with the metric system
Familiar with CAD and computer reporting techniques
RespOnsible for the direction of N.C. programers (2)
Knoledge of value\analy'sis cost reduction (2)
Knowledge of manufaturing techniques of small precision assemblies
Personnel management\ski11s(2) .0'.

\

4. 9vstems-En.sindt!r-
\

\ C
Can design eFer4ting systeus

' . Has. expertise in craphL's\
Has expertise in signa,1 processing

01,

II-1
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Computer Appl icat ions Engineer

Has expertise in 'graphics, signal processing, and musical compositional
aids software

Has knowledge of operating-system design
Can formulate and solve cc ;ilex math "roblems in conjunction with the

development of machine control systems
Has a thorough knowledge of analogs and digital circuitry
Can coordinate the overallcoOputer controlled sys.tem on machine with rest

of machine
Can use vyariety of equipment including platters; voltmeters, oscilloscopes, etc.

6. Customer Engineer

Strong technical .background

Some familiarity with data processing equirment (:)
Strong background in manufacturing processes
Foreign language skills
Can convoy complete product info, including cost, machin capabilities

and delivery times, to customers
'corks closely with Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
.Can get naong. with people

Willing to travel 6M of the time
Can troubleshoot both analog dhd digital electronic equipment-

7. Environmental Eqgrneer

8. Chemical Eneineer

9. lathemat ic ian

10. Cumplitelistems Analyst

Abilityto relate to user needs _-

Experience in art areas of manufacturing
Managerial and supervisory skills (2)
Assures sound planning-, development, and

management operating system
Can effectively and economically
assure acturate collection and

11. E17Ctronic Technicians

V,Oug circuits
Knowiedgo of automated testers (5)
Read and understand sche:;utics

Updated knmledge of mechanical/electrical interfaces
Capable of minor design of test equipment

12. .11,1(,NtrprAic cc?munent Proce!.;Ar

Able to i,ork with tmmitool:5

Understands 5oldering
Repetitive wrk
Caii follow instructions

uti 1 i

process

, accounting, and sales

promotion o f an integrated.

data processing equipment and
ins; of data

11-2
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13. E.rjsineerinsTechnician
Able to read and build from schematics
Understanding of electronic. theory
Operate a variety of best equipment
Maintain and calibratt? test .equipment
Promotes customer relation,s

14. Office Technic ian'

15. Drafter

True position tolerancin::
Can 'detail drawings from roruh sketches
Can implement$ ir:provem.,nts to existing resign
Has a

dr.
good understanding of various machines. and their structure

16. Numerical Control Programmer

Strong background in metal cutting, toot appliCations, and calibrations of
machine feeds and speeds (2)

Able to analy:e blue printS

17. Computer Programer, isiness

18. Computer Prograrrneri Scientific and technical

Can diagnose routines for different computer systems
knowledge of several languages
Understands computer architecture
Can relate to user needs
Supervisory ski 1.1..s

19. Technical Illustrator

Working, knowledge of isometric, dimetric and perspective

20. Tool and Die 1.1.1.:cr.

Must be conversant with metric and European drawing standards

21. Elect ron lc' Assembler

Skills for assembly, IoltICV110_, test in'. and quality in!,.pection
Use of computlr to program machine to assemble printed circuit board

Machine .1:sembl'or

Emphasis on ma:hine rebuiEdi.tig and modification
Ability- to read 8:;:;einbly blue prints,

Capable of winding machine, set up
Ability to wind, assemble, ,f,older, test: and inspect final product
Conversant with the metric sv.Arm

ox



Z3. ttchine Tool C1L-rittor...

M,InufacturtnF, ex-peritsuce

Anerical control skills
*24 Telephone Operator

ClerIcal 0.:cupations
can ani file (:)
Knowledge of shorthand
1,:nwle-Ige of a,:colints reQeival-le, inventory, fixed assts and general
Knowledre of Q(.77.1pAti'r processing (4)

Kno%.1e&.*at of ship oll-41-donts

Mini ccl!!Tuter.epe;ation and dAta entry language7;
Supervisory skills '

..t

11-4
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/, APPENDIX 11.11
. .

OCCUPATIONS IMPORTANT TO HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES,

1. EleCtrital/ElectronlcEngineer.

:Electrical Engineer:: Performs .a variety df engineering work in designing,
Planning, 4nd overseeing 'manpfacture, construction, installation, operation,
and maintenance ,9f electric or electronic tomponetts, equipment, systems
.facilities, and machinery.used in generation, transmission, distribution,

; and utilization of electrical energy for domestic, commercial; or industrial
consumption.

Electronic Engineer: Conducts. researchYand developtent concerned with de-
sign and manuf ctUre of vo:unm'and gaseous tub semiconductor and other
solid-state de ices, and electronic equiphent and their application to .

commercial, i strial, military, scientrtie., and medical equipment, pro-
cesses, ankProblems.

Skills

Can design and Ovelop test programs and proce4ures
Can resolve technical problems related to degigning, manufacturing and'testing>

semiconductor and hbrid circuits
Knowledge of digital and analog circuit design (5)
Drafting skills--
Design of interfaces between computers and periperal equipment (3)
Design high speed disk controllers (2)
Design computer memory subsystem
Can engirieer electrical controls and equipment forlOomplete machines
Can wdrk.on servos (2)
Can understand logic network
Knowledge,of failure analysis
Knowiedge of eitagnetics

Can-utilitetomputers for modeling and simulation of electronic circuits
Working knowledge of TTL logic and microcomputer circuitry
Able to make up prot types from circuit schematic diagrams
Mechanical a ility t make up prototype models.
Able to under tand and work with electronic test equipment, osdilloscopes,

meters

Can programimfgroprocessors ovicrocomputers using assembly language

III-1 109
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2. klichanical Engineer

1
6A

PerforM a- variety of-eRgineering workin pianning and design of tools,
engines','Machines, and, other mechanically "functioning 'cquipmapt;.and
oversees installation, operation, maintenance, and repair oEsuch.equip-
ment, inplu'dipg,dentralized heal, gas, water,, and steam systems.

Skills

Optical expertise-
Fluid mechaniCs expertise
Indepth knowledge of robotics
Conversant with .the metric system
Drafting skills
Can design various cdffipenent,and subassembly units on machines (2)

,..--NKeeps records relative to the most cost effective methods of manufacturing
can design high speed servos
Can do stress and vibration analysis
Knowledge of magnetics
Supervisory skills

. Can petform professional engineering analysis, create advanced conceptua
design. and direct the development, fabrication and test of new or i
proved high-speed electro-mechanical systems

Familiarity with military specifications for hardware,design, experience
with armament systems

--. Ability to use state-of-the-art computer-aided engineering design a
analysis tools--

Can design tools to machine parts per customer print
Knowledge of CAD-CAM systems
Knowledge of metallurgy and space age materials
knowledge of castink, forming, injection molding and machining

c
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3. Industrial Engineer

Performs a'yarie,ty.of engineering work in planning and overseeing utili-
zation of production facilities Ahd personnelsin department or other sub-
divisron of irldmstrial establisInvent. Plans equipment layout, workflow,.
and'.aceident .prevention measures co mAintain:leffitiedt and'safe
zation of plant facilities. Plans shavverees work study and trajoing;
prOgramt to proMote efficient manpower tmilization.' Develops 'and over -'
sees quality control, inventory ctintrol, eneproduction record systems.44

Skills

Set up electronic test devices.formanufattured component
. Can'design test circuitry for manufactured components
Exposure to computers and data processing
Familiar with the metric system
Familiar with CAD and computer reporting techniques
Responsible for the direction.of N.C.programmers (2)
,Knowledge of value analysis cost reduction (2)
Knowledge of.manufacturing techniques of small precision assemblies (2)
Personnel management skills (2)

4
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4. Systems Engineer
v

Analyzes data-processing requirements to determine electronic, data pro-
cessing system, that will provide sygtemicambalities 'required for projects
or workl.oads andrplans.layout 'Of new system installation or modification
of existing system, utilizing knowledge of electronics and data- processing,
principles And equipment-. Confersjwith data-processing and prdject
managerial personnel to obtain data on limitations and ,capabilities of
existing system and capabilities required for data-proOessing projectS'\
and workload proposed. 'Analyzes data to determine, recommend,. and plan
layout for type of computer. and peripheral equipment, or modifications

pto existing equipment and .:system, that will provide capability for pro-.
Oosttrproject or workload, efficient operation, and effective Use of
Alloted spade.

Skills

Can design operating systems
Pas expertise in graphics
Has expertise in- signal processing

4.
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5. .Comput.pr Applicaidn'Ingineerf-'1
000

Jormulates Mathematical models Cit.systems, and seta up and,controla analog
'or hybrid computer system to solve, scientific and.engineering problems.

. Consults with originator orproblem to determine sources and methods of
data collection and methods of determining,values of variables, or examines
and studies physical models, graphic representations, and verbal descriptions
of problem to1iply knowledge of scientific discipline and define problem.
Prepares mathematical model of problem, and draws data-flow chart to in-
dicate mathematicarateps required to solving problem. Computes voltage
and time scales to convert mathematical equation into computer equation
to obtain potentiometer settings. Draws computer - circuit diagrams to
indicate connections between components and their values, and wires patch-
hoard onto computer. Observes behavior 'of variables on output devices
such as plottees, recorders, digital.yoltMeters, oscilloscopes, digital

'displays and .originator, describing step-by-'step solution of problem. Dc-

'velops new techniques for solving problems, and prepares articles for pub-
lication in scientific journals.

Skills

Has expertise in gr4-hies, signal processing, and.mUsical compositional
aids software

Has knowledge of operating system design
Can formulate and solve complex math problems in conjunction with the
development of machine control systems

Has a thorough knowledge of analogs and digital circuitry (2).
Can coordinate the overall computer controlled system on machine with

rest of machine
can use a variety. of equipment including 'Plotters), voltmeters, psCilloscopes,_

etc..

Can develop product software including assembly level programming
Experience or formal training in modern or classical control theory
Hardware or systems, design. experience with digital computer systems



6. Customer Engineer

Engag4d in selling and/of .servicing customer equipment. Requiresknowledge
.

equivalent to at least that of a four7year college course with,a major
in one of the Engineering disciplines appropriate to the equipment inVolved.

1.
Skills

Strong technical background
Some familiarity with data processing equipment (2)
Strong background in manufacturing processes
Foreign language skills
Can convey complete product information, including cost',,machine., capabilities'

and delivery times, to customers
Works closely with Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
Can get along with 'peOple

Willing to travel 60% of the time
Can troubleshoot both analog and digital electronic equipment
Can Conceptbalize tools needed to produce'customers parts
Knowledge of marketing skills to aid the sales agents

111-6
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Environmental k. inoor

Engineering personnel who utilize epgineeringsknowredge and technoltigy
to idept.ify, sOlve, or alleviate environmental problem0 Apply knowledge
of cheMical, civil, mechanical, or other oagineerifig di` Sipline to
preserve'th'e quality of life by correctingand imgroving various areps,
of environmental concerns, such as ait,:001, oltwater pollutio.

,

Skills 1

S.

b



.
8.' ,,ZtOnj...711.ei.._ 'wear

/, /1) sign ,mvvicalplanti equtumunt an devises processeo'rnr mahufact4ring
,','" ..' .:./..,:,_.,

' a
.

/ temits*ad products such au gasoline, synthetic'rubho'r,.plasties, /

detOrtii0S, cement,. and paper and pulp, applyklg principles and achno-
logy:hemititry, physics, and engineerihmi 4

116
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9, Mathematician

Conthicte reokearch in fundamental mathematfca and ip the application of
mathematical techniques to science; mana&ment and otlWr and titlivp6

or'directs solutions to problems in various fields by mathematical methods.



Clputor Systems Aaltst

Analyteh bnatne4a, scietific, and, technical problems for application
to -ele4tronic data processing ayatems., Exclude persons working as
Engineers. Mathematicians, ar,Scientista.

Skilla

Ability to relate to usor needs .

6perience in all aro.as of manufacturing. aceounting. and bales
Manageria.1 and soporvisory akilla (fl
1ssures tionnd planning. develophiont, and promotion or an intograted

managmeht operotinp system
'Can effctiyely and economically utilize data processing equipment and'

atiauro accurate Collection and procesaing of data



Eisctricad am) Electronic Technicians;

,

Count in this grOortechnicians with 4 hacicpround 01,e4tJrteal .ol elec.
ironic theory, phySigal ticiencet and mathematic tt enables them
Perform Jobs abnVe the., Tontine operating or ma it level b, Normally,'
such employees nre,00gaged in constructing, repairing,\testing, in4talling,
modifying* operating or even designing a variety of prtduettOn Or esperi-
mental types Of complex electrical or eleCtruntc egutpm-nt,

4

Oehtig clUcuits

Knowlehe of automated testers (5)
Read and onderstAnd schematics
Updated knowledge of mechanical/ole4-irical intetfaceo
Capable of minor design of t4t. equivrem k.!)

Two years Techni*cal School graduate or Technical Mfg. Appren ice graduate
or equivalent military schooling

Two years of work experience in the construction% fabrication cad trouble-
shooting of electronic equipount

Completion of apVruved soldering course
Experience of a wide variety for construction. maintenotnce and cilibia-

tion of electronic instruments, familiar with digital logic circuits
and microcomputer use or application.

Demonstrated leadership and self starting capabilities
.-JAble to develop microcomputer programs

Can analyze problems with high power R.F. transmitters
Can analyze propagation and path losses in RS. transmission
Can "hear".audio dintortion and extraneous audio products
Knowledge of music performance helpful

'Sol; take a customer 's requirement foelkeransmif:sion and dissemination of
digital and/or analog information and convert it into a form useable
over subcarrigrs of WVPR and WVPS, fit it into a master schedule of

'.- transmission lines
Supervisory.capability 1 '

Can repair electt*nic pulse motors and relays
Knowledge of computer numerical cohtrolled machines

119
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12, tl4ctr9ft Component Pyocerioar

Perfoim4 any ciniihinotion of tho folloving doire.o to pro.,'-e6S iii=44J0
4O4 cO0WoOe0t0 05e4 4a th4q4f4ct4f0 of electronic egoto,doti t(t.t.4..ts

titgOeOCO 410 Noi:esStOt; fh44 t ")E1 0140(5 4114 4of4o145 404 4e*:etkie5
verbal instroitions rof.:atiling duties to be performed. !1e4SOCe6 aoa
m0,,eo tit ttn spatulas. mixAng machines,
scales. and Ilf40o4teS, to4d0 material onto holding device of vessi
and places in processing machine or equiPment, Actuates 14411log
Lheotisfli 404 'ti 440ç5 controls of fil4c.h400 Of equiPment which processes
material by t)414$16 c4sttoil, fusing. diffusing, polisliiitg. coating.

4 Plating, granulating. blending, ririnding, nr using Similar procedutes

material Prior co individual Processing procedures using twee;!ers or

to 0.141i; M4t0fi41 11.iffht titofctufea 411 eleOtical Ptoperties, Cleans

ctispecially devised haldinK instro-ents and various cleaning aients,
Maintains production rir,jordi. ft.- porAtt 4 t 004 f,ito2ro4 s
as C$ slat chtp54 do. mO(41 ditis and 1c:43 wires prior firing.

M4Y tend ret4ted equiPnent whi(h pettorms epetations such 4s weliliur.,
crimping, and corpression bonding to enclose components in hoostOes.
May eXamifte cfyht41 ,5tt-OCtOtk' of locate ,UiS, using .\-ray equipment,
May stamp at etch It 44444 information or other dery on fink:hed
romponent using press, stamping machine, Of etching oquiPment. MAy
get or make adjustmente to machine controls. change 0$itieo Of templ4teti,
and perform minor maintenance and cleaning to maintain efficient oper-
ation and itroduction standards. Hay test component. using electronic
test equipment tsr insure specifications are b010 met. Hay o*amine com-
ponent, microscope or magnifying device to detect manufacturing
defectsand blemishes, May measure component, using fixed and Flaying
measuring instruments and electronic gages to insure dimensional speci-
fications are being mrt, nA: noft corvonentti accor4lOgjo eletvial
characteriiitics, using specialty measuring and sort ing
May count procesNed items or determine count, using scale and weight
count chart for specific item.

Skills

Able to %..or k with handtools

Understands soldering
Repetitive work
Can follow instructions

le\
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I). toithedrfoOechiti.:rdit

footutle re,holcfmi i-onefott4 vffh iiVptiCiitluii kir iiIi)C6Ii'41

141ab 010 Fil4CIPI6 ut eiwilwettlit4 foi ilevelopikeot skl 4(0144(400
of 144cliroe'a, fli6ttomeofti, 6rro:2ture'*, cervIceb,
)14), h4V4 tiolitit4tY vitt+ c014410(41 omirAloJ owwfacturins procebde4.

Si,(116

Ote to'it±col 4o4 bu4f4 from behemdtfcs
U0440f4i-Olog of f.c=*(0o4, fheoo-

. Opec4fe v4ricfy of feo equfemtnttttt Ao4 4(thr(s! (e. ololpment
Promotc ttitict fct4t10ii

ti .1t14 Itttettifet vtigificerllig 414tiPict

hfm401 th10001 1.41((44 dot:,4ftcM4(to (reporcb, (4( et#,to.

CAtt VVIAOrM 4( h(01 bL(t1 Ic\'vt lit, Ohr or mo-e of folloviligl 4r4ft4og,
h4014111=41 tiltireottoti, t._r,hrorhg, me:11AolcAl 4bc"blY ()

C411 proJoce pkoforype c.4chioery fpom out 41,dtchoti. engthoorihg coo-
repft, vfc,

ipsruc st Otf-6((e...c.O.romer #opport or 4..or loaffoo
°two yehr 4iipretit4eC rtuij4m 04dtt4(c. ot clutva101t
ntis( t.)v l4nill4r with 0.'!voter cOtitrolleJ matiof4eturifig prucot04*
);howledge of ht4tx-of-tho-4rt m4nof4cturing proce4aco
Cm( perform time 6tokfieti

CAn UltiC V41Ue 41141y41

( 1
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i4, UttICe

1144e 3,4c-) lz 0j14.,
UVC44('.4i 0,Lipt4,:4(04 hA0404t*Oi;c.ipt,iti tcAoAtc0,),"

Otici4(01i 464 i'-c)04 Optf4t44i
141at'dziólitd Opewot, Al

4'

at wAAllkie,
kipc(of;

te 4n4 i\cifitotit4 0t-4toti $..osa,k1-c*4166
tq4ive-Ff,t vvet4t0f4
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3,5. Drafter

Prepares clear, comPlete, and accurate working_plansand detail
drawings.from rough or detailed sketches or notes, for engineering
or manufacturing purposes, according to specified dithensions.
Utilizes knowledge ef.various machines, engineering practicesi
mathematics',: building materials, and ether,phySical.sciences to
complete drawings. May use computer -aided design equipment

. Skills

True position tolerancing
Can detail drawings, from-rotigh sketches

..Can implement improvements to exAsting designs
. Has a geod understanding of various machines and their structure
No years Technical School graduate Apprentice Graduate or equivalent

experience

Experience in drafting or related areas



16, Numeri61 Control. Programmer.

Plans and prepares programs to control machining of metal parts .Sy
automatic machine tools. utililing magnetic tape, punched tape, and
punched cards. Work involves most of the following: Analyzing
,blueprints afd engineering drawlnga to determine dimention of .,

paits and configuration of, cutS;'drawing sketches of part.of plan
number, location, and direction of cutter paths; determining type
and size of cutting tools, according to hardness of metal stock
and shape of cut; determining position of metal stock on machine
fixture and point on stock at which machining should start, sequencing
all necessary -steps (suchoas cutter change point's, cutter speeds, etc`:),
and preparing program. to produce the desired part or product; observing
machining of firtt pgrt-produced.by a atically controlled machine to
verify accuracy of programming May s terMine suitabaity, of.part for
'machining by automatic machines.

Skills

Strong background in metal cutting, tool applications, and calibrations
of Machine feeds and speeds (2)

Able to analyze blue prints
.Machine shop apprenticeship program or equivalent breadth of mathihing

knowledge
Experience, as a,,tool and die maker

Conventional machining planning experience
.Must be faMiliar with gAD-CAM

A
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17. Computer Programmer, Business

ConVerts,symbolic statement of scientific, engineering, and other
technical problems to detailed logical flowcharts for coding into
computer language and 'solution by means of automatic data processing
equiAent. May convert_ detailed logical flowchart to language pro
cessable by computer.

Skills

Can analyze application problems of a moderately complex nature and
variety, determine the compute; approaches required to resolve these
problems, and, develop, code, and test the required programs

COBOL programming experience on Honeywell or Digital Equiptient; Cor
poration hardware

Basic knoWledge of manufacturing processes and procedures.

4

Q

s.
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18. Computer Programmer, Scientific:7nd Technical

Conve s symbolic statement ofbasinoss problems to detAiled.logical
:flow harts for coding into .computer language rind solution by menus ,of
attom tic data processing equipment. May convert detailed logical
f we art to-language processable by computer .

Skills

Cen diagnose routines for different computer systems
Knowledge of.several.languages'
Understands computer'architecture
Can relate to user needs
Supervisory skills



'19. Technical Illustrator

Draws or pdints illustrations for LINO by various media to explain or
adorn printbd or spoken word. Studies layouts, sketches of proposed
illustrations, and related materiels to become familiar with assignMent.
Determines style; technique, and medium best suited to produce desired
effects and conform with reproduction requirements or receives specific
instructions regarding these variables. Formulates concept and renders
illustration and detail from models, sketches, memory', and imagination.
Discusses illustration et various stages of completion and makes
changes as necessary. .May select type, draw lettering., lay out material,
or perform related duties. May he identified according to specific
style, technique, tedium, subject material or combination of variables.

Skills

Working knowledge of isomeeric dimetrid and perspective

I

O



20. Tool and Die Maker

Analyes-vorioty,of specifications, lays (AU metal stock, sets up and
operates machine toots, and fits and assembles parts to make and repair
dies, cutting tools, jigs, fixture's, gauges, and machinists' hand tools.

4.<

Skill

Mist be conversant -with metric and European drawing standards
Three-five years machining experience or Technical Manufacturing

Apprentice Graduate
Ability to read and interpret simple mechanical drawings and sketches
Shop math .

Machine background - engine lathe, mills, drills, grinders, jig bore

6.1

dk

/N.
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21, Electronic Assembler

Assembles or modifIes prototypl!s or final asspmbllos of electrical or
electronic equipment, (inch as missile control systems, radio anf test
equipment, computers, machine-tool numerical controls, radar aid sonar,
telemetering systems, appliances, etc. This occupation requires specific
vocational or on-the-job training of.more than 30 days.

Skills

Skills for assembly, soldering, testing and quality inspection
Use of computer to program machine'ro aqsembIP printed- circuit hoard
Ability to read and apply fuforma on from manufacturing plannings,
wiring lists, and'drawings.

Successfully complete 40 hour so dering school as provided

129
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22. Machine Assembler
A11/1/101.1.,,M^'WWWVIINST11.11,

Constructs, asSemblos, or rebuilds machines or equ ipment, such as engines,
tiAines, construction, oil field, rolling mill, textile, woodworking, paper,
printing, or food wrapping machinery, or office machines, Fits ur assembles
components or subassemblies. Installs moving parts, and assembles system
cir gears by aligning and meshing gears in gearbox. Hay test or afisist in
testing operation of completed' product. Include workers who ,primarily
assembly electrical systems for machinery. This occupation requires
specific vocational or on-the-job training of more than 30 days.

Skills

Emphcksis on machine rebuilding and modification
Ability to read assembly blee,prints
Capable of winding machine-set up

' Ability to wind, assemble, solder, test and inspect final product
Conversant with the metric system

130
111-22
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23, tkichinetfool 91)e r.a.tot

Include all machine tool operators who are required, stltornately to
operate more than, -ono type of nenportable pgwor-driven maehino tool
that shapes metal' by progressively removing portions of the stock
tn the form of chips or shavinp or by abrasion such ac latl?es, boring
machines. May net up as well 45 operate machine.

Skills

Manufacturing experience
Practical shop mathem;Ities (3)
Numertcril control gkl1111

Thorough understanding of shop math, blueprint reading, use of procisift
measuring intitrumehts. (2)

Can operate various fabricating machines
Can calculate for bend allowances and deductions
Can fusion weld and determine shrinkage direction
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24, Telephone Operator

Operates curd or corleaa switchboard to relay incomi14, outoing and
interoffice calls. On cordless awitchoard, pushes switch kovs to
make connections and relay calls. On cord typo equipment, plugs
cord into switchboard. Jacks. `lay supply information to callers and
record messages. 'lay keep record of calla placed and toll charges.
May- perform clerical duties, fikiC as typing, proofreading, and
sorting. mail., %iy oporato sestem of belle or lin4zors to call indivi-
dnla in votablishmont to phone. 1iy receive vis_itore, obtain name
and nature Of business, and schedule appointmenta.

Skills

111-24
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25, Clerical Occupations

Inc It*, .01 lice and p I ant Tier i pe rsonuel ,

involves preparing, transcrihing,'transferring, systemati4ing,, and pie-
serving communications and records; Tollatity acconnts and distributing
information. 1)4)0.41 examples are; Secretaries; StenograPhers; TYpists;
1114 Clerk s; Office Machine Operators; Bookkeepers; Cashiers; Hessengersi
Telephone UpOi'ittOrP; etc'. riatit_elet*i4 work involves planning, coordi-
nating, or expediting production and the flow of.workt or the
atiPel"Ah of reretviog, storing, issuing, or shipping of materials, mer-
chandise, supplies, or equipment.

SktU

Can type and file .0)
Knowledge of shorthand (21
Familiar with computers and computer application. (S)

Knowledge ,of acconnts.receiahle, inventory, fixed assets and general ledger
Knowledge of shipping documents
Mint computer operation and data entry languages
Supervisory skills
High school graduate, one year or more clerical ertrierience, secretarial school
Word processing skills
Preparing, transcribing, transferring, systemati?ing, and preserving com-
munications an records; collating accounts and distributing, iniormation.

PLanning. coordinating, or expediting production and the flow of work; or
the clerical aspects of receiving, storing, issuing, or shipping of

\ materials, merchandise, supplies or equipment

133
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fodor41
1(113'41(00g

11,4tkPL,- JAIAtle

21005 tieciricialElocqroole tost000ro

21008 Mochoole41 tog1nedra

21006 Industrial Engineers

24002 8yotmlio (folilmior) Analyst S 4 I

003.16706?

020.062-010 Computer Applications Engineer A

71998 Customer Engineer ($41,08 Reps. Toehnic41) 1211

21012 Environmental Engineer (Satoty Engineer) *

21003 Chemical Engineer 70*

22103 Heite4tici4n.
t 7as

24000 Computer Systems Analyst 112

32004 Electrical/Electronic Technician 182

590.684-014 Electronic Component Processor *

32000 Engin9ering Technician 756** 4

61100 Office (Technician) Machine Operator 581
A,

32003 Drafter 182

32011 Tool Programmer, Numerical Central 10

31001 Computer Pipogrammer, litiwiness

31002 Xomputer.Programmer,Scienr. 6 Tech,
.

017.281-034 Technical Illustrator
*

55D23 Tool & Die Maker 77

55084 Electrical/Electronic Assembler 448

55U81 Machine Assembler
'% 154'

/

551.01 Machine Tool Operator 238**

235.662-022 Telephone Operator 231.

60000 Clerical Occupations 4165**

019.061-018 Optical Engineer *

716.382-014 Optical Element Coater **

716.280 -010 Optician Apprentice _. 84**
%.

55D69 Optician **

Estim4to a Openings
1983 to

1990

770

,717

178

*

364

716.280-008

023.061-014 Physicist 4**

Data not available in this category nor in categories comparable to that under

consideration.

**Estimates achieved by combining data or by interpretation of data from related'

tables.
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NOTE0

The not e$ploin the ohsehce at ttijoto4 in the estimated
opening0 column.

These notes exploim the 1440i4 tor es vmfirei

the estimated openings column.

024002

*020.062-010

*21,012

"21003

"22103

*590.604-014

"32000

*017.281 -03,A

"55101

"6000

*019.061-018

."716A82-014
716.280-010E3
55D69
716.280-008

"021.061-014

figures given in

'Systems Engineer not list#41 !'qitittiM§

analyst. ,1WP' data preseRted under 24 0.

Computer Systems Anoly4t#

Computer Applications Entinver not
No related data found.

Env ironmenta r,091190t)r 'not 1 itit

related data found.
i. No

Chemical Engineer not listed in Table 4.
Estimate mode from data in Table 3.

Mathematician not listed. Eatiltate made
from data in TabLe 3.'

Electr.onic Component 'Processor not listed.
No related data found.

.Engineering Technician too inclusive.
Added mechanical. Engineering Technology and
Engineering and' Science Technology.

Technica 1 Illustrator not sated._ Pico

related data found.

Machi'ne Tool Operator. data is a combination/
of data listed under Machine Tool Operator
and Numerical Control.

Clerical occupations achieved by.deducting
Other Clerical Workers from Clerical
Workers.

Optical Engineer not listed. No relate
data found.. _

,These occupations not listed. Rek ted dajta
found under Opticians, Lens G index
Pol.isbers in Table 3. This data p esent d
to cover the combination oftitles.

Physicist not listed. Estimate made\ rom
data under Physicist-Table 3.
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41,PPtUD1X V

Nut.104TE0 ITAINING CO08t3 F00 11100tifivt
(nu P4ittgu1or erdeV)

I, 0.11 41 and Analog circuit PeOgn
2. Toot etttOttiffiti flii Vt0t70441e0 Ift0.04k09 44fiam4te4 teot1n9
3. Orottingo(incloding 0) .

4. '4::Ottipkiter 0019fi .. COOti41 4114 porlpnot41
. computer Programming

6. Oovolupmenr ond Cenottuc-tion or PtOtOtypeo
1, Setvomeehanismo and FeedUock Nyotems
0, Value Analysts
9. Peroonnel Mange

10. Metric System
11. Machine Oesign
12. Fluid Mechanics
1.3. Optic
14, Stroola and ViOration Anolysio
15, Understanding Military Speciticatieno
16. Machni
17, Materials Science/Metallurgy

iJg

18. Casting, Forming, Injection Molding
19.. msnufacturing Techniques and Processes
20. Computer familiarity
21. Foreign Languages
2.

3 l'. ectromechanical Interraees:
Salesmanship

4; oldering
2 . icrocomputers
2 . . F. Transmisiion :,--

2 he Physics of Music
28. jPu1t. Motors ald Relays'
29 Princ pies of omputer Numerilleal Controls
.30 Hand' T ols _....1:

,31 Costom r Relations : 0,,.

32. Illift,pri t Read ng. ..

33. ,Effectly-N Spas ing and WritOg
34. ConceptU.1 Eng peering i

.15 Automate' pffiFe Operation and Management
16 .Computer. %rapines

Systems A aly*is
,, 'MathOmattc fpr Machine Control Systems
9.- Classieal orytrol Theory

40. 1
/

\Accountin4
41. I.Computer 14i guages ''

742. Si'eld,ing

( 43. Mete Fabrik tion TeChni es
(.)

44,. Office SkiX1 (typing, sho/ hand, filing, phone, etc.)
45. Reerirds Mlba ement

Ie
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Content Areas Designate&

for receipt of RFP's

ADDISON C'IY vu( CTR

HAW VOC CTa

IMAI)E0R0 VUC CTR

HRATTLIJMO VICCTH

BURLINGTON VOC,CTR

ENOGHORG FALLS VOC CTR

ESSEX JCT VOC CTH

NARTEoRo VOC CTR

,LAMOILLE VOC CTH"

Mt ANTHONY VoC CTR

Ws COUNTRY Vol: CTR

RANDOLPH VOC CTH

RH1LANO VOCE CTR

St ALBANS VOC CTN.

St. JOHNSBURY VOC CTR

:SPRINGIELO VOC CTR

T=Facilities Resource

ImInstructional ResourCe

Moth

B
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BENNINGTON 6LLEGE

BUBLINGTONCoLLEGE,

CASTLETON ST COLLEGE,

CHAMPLAIN COLLEGE

COLL ST JOSEPH THE PROV

COMM COLLEGE OF VT

COUNTRY OIL OF HONG

ETHALLEN COMM COLL

1 ALLEN SCHL PHACT NURS

CoDUARO COLLEGE'

OEEN MOUNTAIN COLLEGE

JoHNSON,ST,CALEGE

LYNDON ST COLLEGE

MARLBORO COLLEGE

MIDDLEBUR? COLLEGE):

FLE, CULINARY INST.

NORWICH UNIVERSITY

PROSRECr ARCHIVE,

'PUTNAM SCHL PRACT NURS

RUTLAN6 SCHL.RADIOL TECH

ST MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

%COIL .Eur, INTNATL TBNG

SOUTHERN VERMONT COLLEGE

STEELIG COLLEGE

HlomPSON SCHLOACT HOPS

TRINITY COLtGE

UNIVERSITY OE VERMONT.

,i/ERIONT COLLEGE

'VEPMONT LAW sCHOOL

V!.33O1T IECINIICAL COLLEG

4000BURY ASSOCIATES'

U II

B F B

I I I

F 0 II B

Hoop

a

B

B

3 B B

a

I B

F

B

F B F

B B

B

B

F

B

B , B

B B

F F B F' B

B ,BBBt BF
B,

El" B n'

B

4

,1GAR W AWES 9ONSULTART

ANTI-DISC EDUC ASSOC

VT PARAMEDIC TRNG PHI%

B

B

B

Do

B


